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North Vietnamese Reported
To Have 16,000 Troops Just
North Of Demilitarized Zone

WASHINGTON (UPI) —Democratic leaders met today to
pick a city for the 1972 national
A businessman had finally
convention
and to attend a
retired after 40 years of catching
dinner they hoped would net SAIGON (UPI)—Two South attacks in 24 hours in the parachute to safetl, the plane
the 7:30 a.m. train. The first
pressure against crashing into Da Nang harbor.
almost $800,000 for their House Vietnamese generals said today Increasing
morning after his retirement he
and Senate campaigns next North Vietnam has massed allied bases along the DMZ.
The U.S. command said it
complained to his wife that he
16,000 troops just north of the Military spokesmen said the was the first loss of an F4 over
year
didn't like the way she fixed his
The convention sites under Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) and Phantom jet fighter-bomber South Vietnam since Feb. 11
eggs.
consideration already had been they may join the 10,000 was supporting B52 bombers on and it emphasized the Commu"My dear," she exclaimed, "I've
narrowed to Miami Beach, Fla., Communists who already have strikes over the Ho Chi Minh nists' movement of heavy gm's,
been frying 'em 'once over light'
and
Louisville, Ky. Miami infiltrated into the South with trail in Laos when it was hit by including antiaircraft weapons,
all these years. Why didn't you
Beach was viewed as the tanks, artillery and antiaircraft antiaircraft, fire "from the into the area just below the
ever complain before?"
vicinity of the western portion DMZ in recent weeks.
probable choice because of its pill&
"I just never had the time!" he
of the dmz." The pilot and a
two
The
generals
were
Maj.
hotel
Military sources said meanfacilities,
although
both
replied.
eines were reported to have Gen. Pham Van Phu, comman- second crewman managed to while that the United States has
votes in the site selection der of the elite South Vietna- fly the crippled plane 120 miles
Here's another hot dog tidbit. The
committee
meeting at 10:30 mese 1st Infantry Division, and to the Da Nang area but had to (Continued on Page Eight)
record in total length and weight
Brig. Gen. Vu Van Giai, his
am.
EDT.
if a hot dog is held by the German
deputy, who is running opera.
Sen.
Fred
R.
Harris
of
Butchers Guild. In the late 1600's,
NEW RECREATION CHAIRMAN—Bailey Gore, left, who will take
chairman of the city
a, former Democratic lion Lam Son 720, which was
the Guild produced a hot dog that Recreation Committee on July 1, is discussing the Murray recreation grogram with present comNational
Chairman, predicted mounted to try to stop the
was reputedly more than a half a mittee chairman, Rex Alexander,left, and City Recreation Director, BarryPenton,center.
Monday
the
convention would North Vietnamese infiltration.
mile in length and weighted 885
They said 6,000 North Vietnago
to
Miami
Beach.
pounds.
mese
have entered the northern
After
the
site committee
Calloway High Teachers
decision, the plan was to quarter since May 1 but they
The largest hot dog ever made in
price range, driven 10,000 miles a
consult the party's executive predicted the 30,000 to 35,00( (Special to the Ledger & Times
Attend Summer School
the United States is believed to
South Vietnamese in the two
year,
it comes to approximately
committee
by
telephone
and
have been produced by a packer
Summer vacation has a dif- then to check the full Democra- northernmost provinces of
NEW YORK, June 29— $1,550. This compares with $1,448
in Michigan. It was 17 feet long,
ferent meaning for the teachers tic National Committee by Quang Tri and Thua Thien Vacation costs, for Calloway two years ago.
five inches in diameter and
who labor with students from mail. An announcement of
would be able to cope with any County residents who will be
Included is $1,125 in fixed
the
weighed 80 pounds. The bun also
September through May. Some decision was expected, howev- new Communist offensive.
taking automobile trips this costs—for depreciation, inset a record. A tractor and trailer
will find work to occupy the er, without waiting for reaction Evidence of the increased summer, will be higher than surance and registration fees—
were required to haul the giant
none of them employing more summer months while others will from the
and $425 in variable costs, for
By Robert P. Dalton
national committee. Communist activity in the ever.
sandwich to the scene of its unthan 60 men,say that the federal be spending most of the summer Party
northern
According
part
of
gas,
South
to
the
oil, maintenance and tires.
American
Vietnam
officials
said both cities
veiling.
FRANKFORT
been beck in school.
(UPI)— government
has
Applied to Calloway County
had come close to meeting the was reported today by U.S. Automobile Association, which
untain coal mine operators discriminatory in its en- Several teachers at Calloway site committee's
request for spokesmen who said Commu- has just made a survey of such and to the 12,310 passenger cars
Those people who seek to escape om three Appalachian states forcement of the law and has
County High School elected to about $1 million In cash and nist antiaircraft guns in th costs, travelers will have to pay registered, car ownership coats
the draft were given a big boost iled suit today seeking to have denied them equal protection and attend
the sununer session at services to finance the conven- western end of the DMZ shot more for food, overnight lodging, local drivers close to $19,061,000 a
by the Supreme Court yesterday e Federal Coal Mine Health and due process of the law.
dgwri an F4 Phantom jet while gasoline and most other items. year.
Murray State University.
tion.
when the conviction of Cassius fety
unAct declared
others in the DMZ area
Those
Prices are about 16 per cent
attending
Gas stations in the area have
the
summer
The
regulations
on
ventilation
Clay was reversed by the court. nstitutional.
bombarded two American ba- higher, on average, than they been aided by the increase in aide
session
from
the
Calloway
and dust control in underground
The suit was filed in US.
were two years ago, when a travel. Their receipts per yaw
County High school working for
His arrogance
will know no District Court at Pikeville, Ky., mines "are not enforced in the completion of masters
The Communists also insimilar survey was made.
now total $3,886,000, topping the
degrees
anthracite
fields
coal
Pennof
bounds now that the highest court, by 108 operators of small coal
creased
include
their
David
all,
activities
All
Berry,
to
in
Larry
travel
previous
in
comfortably,
the
year's $3,591,000.
in the land has supported hisl mines who have been assessed sylvania, but are being enforced England, Jo Mathis, Brenda Nix,
Central Highlands midway be- a Calloway County couple will
bituminous
in
the
fields,"
coal
the
move to keep out of the army. • fines under the 1969 law.
tween Saigon and the DMZ. need about $46)i day, the figures
and Susan Nutter.
suit said.
A temporary injunction was
Communist gunners shelled a show. That is 0.50 more than the
Four teachers working towards
II be is a minister, as he claims, sought to halt
the U. S. Bureau of Named as defendants in the thirty hours above the masters Kim E. Pennington, son of Mr. South Vietnamese ammunition $39.50 that was required in 1969. It
let him serve anyway as have Mines and the
Mrs.
Clinton
and
Pennington, dump at Quin Nhon early today will adequately take care of the
Department of suit were Rogers C. B. Morton, U degree are Francis Armstrong,
many, many ministers. It ap- Interior from
enforcing any S. Secretary of the Interior and David Lanier, Billy Rae Nix, and 'Route 3, Murray, has been for the second time in lens than necessities but not the gyms.
pears that all a pereon: has to do section of the
warded an associate in- a week and &stroyed 600
law pushed through Elburt Osborn, Director of the Larry Paschall
tons " On this basis, a two-week trip
to keep out is to think up some in the
structorship by the School of of ammunition in a series of for the local couple will cost
aftermath of the Far- Federal Bureau of Mines.
a
kind of religion, proclaim himself mington, W
Music of Indiana University, rolling explosions that reverber- minimum of $644. It is exclusive
Va., mine disaster in
a minister in that religion, and 1968 which killed 78 men.
Bloomington, Ind. The duties of ated for hours.
of outlays they may wish to make
The suit, copies of which were
keep out of the armed services The law was called
the appointment are in the field of South Vietnamese spokesmen for amusements, admissions to
un- given newsmen here, said enBy United Press International
music
theory.
constitutional in the suit because forcement of the law is "posing a
In Saigon reported sporadic places of interest, souvenirs and
When sweltering heat conti
It seems that the Supreme Court "It
Pennington is a 1966 graduate fighting continuing at Fire Base the like.
permits and requires the serious threat to the national
nued to grip portions of the
Fifteen persons were cited by of Calloway County High School
i Continued on Page Eight)
imposition of penalties, both civil security of the United States by
Fuller, overrun five days ago in
Provided for, under this Southwest, Southeast and the
the Murray Police Department and a 1970 graduate of Murray
and criminal . . . without setting causing
a heavy North Vietnamese budget, are $16 a day per couple Midwest Monday, prolonged
involuntary
and yesterday and last night, acState University where he assault, and that 13 guerraillas for food and snacks, an increase
out or establishing any objective voluntary closures of coal mines
rains fell at Laredo, Tex.,
standards by which the conduct at a time when energy cording to the citation reports. received the Bachelor of Music were killed in one firelight with of $2 over the amount needed two sending families from
their
They
were
two
for
shooting
degree
in
piano.
of the operator can be tested and requirements of the United States
years ago, $17 for overnight homes to escape the rising
no government losses.
fireworks
in
the
city
one
and
for
He received the Master of
accordingly denies due process of require the expansions of
accommodations, which is $3 water.
shooting fireworks in the city and Music degree this year from The barrages of 122mm
law."
more than before, $9 for gas and
production."
A four-hour rain sent floodwarockets
against
the
outU.S.
failure to turn on headlamps, all Indiana University with an overRobert Holcomb, president of
posts were the second such oil, a rise of 50 cents, and $4 for ters rushing knee-deep through
at
1:45
this
morning,
three
for
no
all
academic
average of 385
Coal Operators and Associates,
tips and miscellaneous expenses, downtown Laredo Monday night
Inc.,a group of mine operators in A hearing on the case by a city auto sticker, four for no state This summer Pennington is
as compared with $3 previously. and at least 100 families were
requested inspection sticker, one for no beginning
was
panel
judge
three
work on the degree of
'r A check of the records of Kentucky, West Virginia and
Assumed in the figures is that forced to evacuate their homes.
operator's license and no city Doctor of Music in piano. He is
In the suit.
County Judge Robert 0. Miller Virginia, said the suit "is our last
the couple will travel an average Fire department rescue
auto
sticker,
one
for
no
operator's
currently studying piano under
shows that ninety-three charges resort. We have been thwarted in The operators said they emof 300 miles a day and get 14 miles squads helped many families
license, one for no operator's Karen Shaw, a member of the
of drivIng while intoxicated have all our efforts to save Eastern loyed 1,835 men in the
to the gallon of gas.
and a boat was used to get
license
and
improper Indiana University faculty.
been brought before his court Kentucky's most important in- production of 5.3 million tons of
Also of importance to Calloway some homeowners to safety.
registration,
one
for
unnecessary
During the 1971-72 school year
since he started his present term dustry—the operation of small coal in 1970 in the applachian
County residents is how much it Emergency shelters for the
noise, and one for no city auto be will continue doctoral studies Four persons, injured in acas County Judge on January 5, mines."
is costing them per year to own evacuees were set up in three
section where the three states sticker and
treated
2idents,
the
were
at
no state inspection In addition to preparing for a
The mountain coal operators, join.
1970.
schools and a boys' club.
emergency room of the Murray- and operate their cars.
sticker.
career as a professional vocal
Of this number,forty-five of the
According to the latest figures, In Chicago, terimeratures
Calloway County Hospital on
accompanist.
persons charged were convicted
Monday, according to officials at released by the AAA, for a rose to 101 for the second
of driving while intoxicated;
standard-size car. in the popular straight day, equaling a record
the hospital.
therefore having their driver's
high for the date. Overloads
Miss Alisia Gail Smith, age
license revoked for a certain
blamed on heightened air
twenty, of Murray Route Two
period.
conditioner use caused a power
was treated for a contusion of the
The records also show that
failure to all of suburban
forehead and a contusion of the
forty-two of the charges of
The Murray-Calloway County left elbow at nine a.m. She was
By NORMAN RENPSTER nothing wrong with it being a wage-price review noard.
Larry Glen Smith of Murray Evergreen Park and portions of
driving while intoxicated were
Senior Citizens Club will hold its reported injured in
goal.
an was taken to LaGrange prison two other Chicago suburbs.
All
I'm
saying
is
that
I
WASHINGTON
(UPI)
"He
is
not
—Presgoing
to
institute
amended to a lesser charge,
regular monthly meeting at the automobile accident.
A 96 degree reading at
ident Nixon designated Treasu- wouldn't peg it (as an estimate wage-price controls.
mostly reckless driving, with the
social hall of the First United Mrs. Melissa Overby, age today by Deputy Sheriff Gerald Pittsburgh set a record high for
ry Secretary John B. Connally of what actually will happen)." "He is not going to ask the
Cohoon
to
serve
his
term,
acpersons losing points on their
Methodist Church on Friday, twenty, of Alms Route One,
the date Monday.
Jr. today as his "chief After the cabinet meeting, Congress for any sort of tax
cording to local officials.
licenses, but not enough to have
July 2, at noon.
Rain developed in muggy air
White
House
Press
'suffered multiple bruises mid a Smith was on probation and his
Secretary relief.
economic spokesman," and the
their licenses revoked.
Dr. H.C.Chiles, retired Baptist musele strain in a car accident.
over the Southern Plains and to
only Democrat in the cabinet Ronald L. Ziegler told news- "He is not going to increase
probation
was
revoked
by
Circuit
Four of the other DWI charges
minister, will be the guest She was treated at 10:30 a.m, at
immediately proclaimed that men: "President Nixon desig- fiscal spending."
Judge James M. Lassiter. Smith the Mid and South Atlantic
were filed away, and two of the
speaker. He retired last year the emergency room.
nated
Secretary
Connally
as
his But Connally described as a
e economy was on the right
been arrested by Marshall states. More than an inch of
had
charges were dismissed. Some of
after serving as pastor of the Paul D'Urso, age twenty-five,
chief economic spokesman."
path back to prosperity.
County
authorities on June 12 and rain fell at Homestead, Fla.,
tax
cut
a
$3
billion
a year First Baptist Church for over
these were old charges that were
Ziegler insisted that the bulginess tax change
sustained was charged by the Murray and there were thunderstorms
Two,
Route
Murray
of
The former Texas governor
the treasu- twenty years.
brought before Judge Miller's
from Wisconsin to northeast
designation for Connally "in no
a sprained hand and an abrasion Police Department with
started, and one of the said Nixon would not ask way affects the role of any ry department approved earlier
All members are urged to of the forehead in a bicycle acNebraska.
breaking
this
and
entering
month
at
by
Sykes
Congress
administrativ
to
cut
taxes
e attend and guests are invited,
to spur other
persdns charged is serving a
Golf ball size hail pelted the
individual."
cident.
But
it
Cafe,
Paul
action
Jones
Grocery
without
at
the approval of according to O. C. McLemore,
the economy, nor would be
term in a state prison.
ground
near South Bend, Ind.,
seemed clear that the formal Congress.
Wyatt,
age
seven,
of
Jimmy
Kirkaey,
and Ruble Taylor's
In checking the records, it has sharply increase government announcement would tend to
president of the Club.
Hazel Route Two was treated for Snack Bar at Lynn Grove, local and a funnel cloud was sighted
The
secretary
also
spending
to
combat
said
unemploythe
been noted that the charge of
near Columbus, Ohio.
undercut the prestige of Dr. federal deficit
a laceration of the scalp and officials said.
for the fiscal
driving while intoxicated is only ment.
Wind gusted to nearly 50
Paul
abrasions
bruises
at
W.
and
multiple
McCracken,
chairman
year ending Wednesday would
At a White House news
amended on the person's first
miles an hour in thunderstorms
of the Council of Economic be "substantially
12:50 p.m. He was reported inconference
following
in
a
excess
meeting
of
citation for the offense. After that
at Sidney, Neb., and hail fell
advisers, and George P. Shultz, the $18 billion
jured when he fell from a moving
that was
the person is fined on the charge by Nixon with his cabinet on director of the Office of
near Pickstown, S.D.
truck.
predicted."
He refused to be
of DWI and the person's driver's the economy, Connally backed Managemdnt and Budget.
A tornado was sighted 40
more
specific.
Ray
away
from
the
administration
Broach,
the
for
local
's
agent
license is revoked, according to
miles northeast of Atlanta, Ga.,
McCracken and Shultz, both The
Revival
services
are
held
being
five-month
Treasury
Kentucky
old
reported
Bureau
goal
InFarm
of
Moncutting
the permanent records of the
former professors and profes- lay that the
this week at the Oak Grove but there were no reports of
deficit through the surance, will undergo surgery on
court of Judge MWer since his unemployment—now at a nine- sional economists, have been
his right shoulder on Wednesday
Baptist Church with Rev. Billy damage or injury.
term as county judge started on year high of 6.2 per cent—down generally regarded as the first 11 months of he fiscal
It was chilly, with temperaat
Turner,
the
minister of the Hickory
to
4.5
per
year
cent
bh
Hospital,
Vanderbilt
Nashthe
middle
already
of
had surpassed 25
January 5, 1970.
The Williams Chapet iourch of
tures in the 50s and 60a, from
President's chief economic
ville,
Baptist
Church,
as
next year.
the
billion. But tax revenue usually is
Term.
Christ, located on Highway 94
the Northern Plains to the
"1 would not try to peg the spokesmen although without higher in June, thus reducing the
Broach entered the hospital on west of Lynn Grove, is holding its evangelist.
Pacific Northwest Monday.
formal
any
designation.
The services are being held
Monday and is in Room C 2106 for gospel meeting this
precise point," Connally said.
final figures.
week with
Lightning touched off at least
each day at 2:30 p.m. and eight
Reminded that the pegging Connally, at his meeting with Conally said the budget those who would like to send him Bro. Henry Hargis, minister
of
fires and damaged a
four
reporters, disclosed that Nixon
cards or letters.
p.m. Rev. Harold Smotherman is
had been done by the President,
the Union Grove Church of Christ
hospital in Baltimore, Md.
had decided to veto a $5.5 deficit, probably the second
pastor
of
church
the
and
Connally replied, "if it was a
invites
as the speaker.
largest since World War II,
Sultry, hot, air continued to
Widely scattered showers and goal it is still a goal. There is billion public works appropriaClothing Needed
Services are being held daily at the public to attend the revival suffocate much of the nation
coupled with recent iiiereases
tions
bill
which
called
for
thunderstorms through Wedthree p.m. and eight p.m. The!Id* is scheduled to close on today as early morning temperspending $2 billion for public the money supply meant that
nesday, most likely during the
Children's clothing is needed public is invited to attend the Sunday, July 4.
Similar Name
atures remained in the 70a and
works
jobs
such
as
sewer
Eight)
(Continued on Page
and
late afternoons and evenings.
by the Public Assistance Office meeting.
110s from the Applachians
for
Partly cloudy and warm through The advertisement of Larry hospital construction.
children who are preparing to
SAME NAME
FREE PUPPY
through the Midwest and into
Wednesday. Highs today and Cunningham published recently Connally ticked off four other Puppy, six weeks old, part return to school in August.
Larry Allen Orr of 505 College
FREE KITTENS
negative
the Southwest.
decisions
by
the Beagle, is free to someone for a Clothing should be clean and
Wednesday mid 80s to mid 90s. Was not the Larry Cunningham
Court,
Murray,
is
not
the Larry
Kittens, about ten weeks old
President:
Early morning temperatures
lows tonight 60s and low 70s.
pet For further information call usable. Please call 753-1871 and are free to persons for pets. For Orr fined for public drunkenness
Murray Route Six.
"He is not going to institute a
ranged from 86 at Phoenix,
in the Murray City Court
clothing will be picked up.
436-5540
information call 753-3374.
Ariz., to 36 at Butte, MOM.

Operation Of Local Cars
Costs $19 Million, Year

Suit Filed Today Seeks •
To Have Coal Mine Act
Declared Unconstitutional

Kim E. Pennington
To Be Instructor
At Indiana Univ.

Flood Grips
Laredo,Texas,
After Rains

Fifteen Persons
Cited By Police

Records Of
Court Are
Released

Four Persons Are
Treated, Hospital
After Accidents

Connally Proclaims Economy
On Right Path To Prosperity

Senior Citizens To
Have Luncheon Meet

Larry G. Smith Is
Taken To LaGrange

Ray Broach Will
Undergo Surgery

Oak Grove Church
Holding Revival

Williams Chapel
Holding Revival

,The Weather
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URGE BAN ON DAMS
SALEM, Ore. ( UPI)—The
governors of Oregon and Idaho
Friday signed a letter calling
for a permanent ban on dam
construction
Hells
in
the
Canyon of the middle Snake
River between their states.
Govs. Tom McCall of Oregon
and Cecil Andrus of Idaho
expected Gov. Dan Evans of
Washington to add his signature
to their letter to John Nassiltas,
chairman of the Federal Power
Commission.
"We
have
reached
the
conclusion that the construction
of additional aams in rieus
Canyon is not in the best
interest of the people of the
Northwest, nor in the best
interests of the nation," the
letter said.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

THE LEDGER & TIMES
IX-ROM Litrit Pftsl6 PoNa,45441.5
&MAT OAK TorEES GROW 1

Therefore whosoever heareth mese sayings of mine, and doeUi
them,I will liken him unto a wise man, which built his house upon
a rock.—Matthew 7:24.
The foundation of our lives will be solid if we practice Christ's
teachings.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

TUESDAY—JUNE 29, 1971

Labor wants a three-day weekend plus Sunday,
and industry wants a four-day work week. Since both
in the same week are impossible on today's calendar, why not organize the biggest changeover since
1582, when the Gregorian calendar was invented and
establish a calendar with an eight-day week and a
month of Sundays?

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDegta 113123 DIM

Mrs. Esco Gunter, librarian, and Mrs. Ben Trevathan, bookmobile librarian, reported that 3244 books had been circulated
this month from the library system here.
Brown Tucker, commander of local VFW Post 5638, has
returned from the state convention held in Louisville June 22-25.
Dennis H. Taylor is attending the annual meeting of the
National Education Association at Atlantic City, N.J.
Tony Jones pitched a one-hitter yesterday in a Park League
baseball game.

INDIANS AND TREES
The pecan tree may be the
only native tree primitive
"Take time by the forelock."
American Indians planted be—Pittacus of Mitylene
fore white men came. The Indians also enjoyed the crops of
wild acorns, walnuts, hazel
The Almanac
men's creeds. They rest be
nuts and pine nuts.
By United Press International tween man and his maker."
,
Today is Tuesday, June 29,
the 180th day of 1971.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercuelax In Cool Comf
ry and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
ander the sign of Cancer.
William Mayo, founder of the
:LAST NITE1 9 3
20
famed medical center, was
born June n, 1861.
AtiSTA1R
On this day in history:
MAC LEAN
In 1852 American statesmen
Henry Clay died in Washington.
In 1946 the British arrested
ii
more than 27,000 Jews in an
attempt to put down terrorism
• Starts Tomorrowyq
in Palestine.
In 1964 the sister of Cuban
Communist Premier Fidel Cast MA if
tro defected to Mexico City.
In 1970 the last American
/:45-9:30
troops were withdrawn back
into South
Vietnam from
Cambodia.

:Wit

ADULTS:
ALL SHOWS:

20 Years Ago Today
=Dili•MORI MI

Bernard ( Barney) Smith, Boy Scout Happy Valley district
commissioner, left yesterday to report to Stewart Field, West
Point, N.Y. He has been recalled to active duty by the Army.
Dr. Hugh Houston has been named as a director of the Kentucky
Heart Association.
A. F. Doran and son of Murray have been elected to membership in the American Aberdeen-Angus Breeders Association at
Chicago, M.
Mr. and Mrs. Burrus Waters and Mrs. Albert Whaley, all of
Flint, Ifich., have been the guests of their daughter and niece,
Mrs. James Thurmond and family.

WHEN
EIGHT BELLS
TOLL"

COLD-TURKEYir

SENSING
THE NEWS
Harrigan

By Anthony

A thought for today: Lord
Byron said, "I speak not of

IIXKOTrva titia etatsiDEN1

ere your

Southern States Industrial Council
for independence — it cracked
again while tolling for the
funeral of Chief Justice John
Marshall. It was retired until
Feb. 23, 1846, when it was attempted to. ring it on
Washington's birthday anniversary. Then2riatk widened
and it was silenced forever.
Last year, Philadelphia's
Procrastinators Club
of
America, an organization that
delights in tardy humor, went
to the original London foundry
to complain about the defective
bell. The 49 members each got
a glass of sherry and a polite
brushoff from the bellrnakers
"ignorant
blamed
who
colonials" for the crack.

CHAOS IN PUBLIC EDUCATION
kaiiesir school year has come to an end. And in many cornmalignthoughtful citizens are wondering whether quality public
education is near an end. The public schools are in greater
diem?this year than at any time in memory.
IllInniant of choice has been banned by the courts. Forced
communities.
billing of students has been imposeu on many
itnihnts and teachers are being shifted around so as to achieve
liciological formulas that have nothing to do with
adnidits.In many communities, parents despair of the children
rettliaing a worthwhile pre.aparation for their futurework
'Willson ever,the U.S.Supreme Court has usurped the role of
local
lee school superintendent, thereby denying states and
communities any meaningful control of the educational process.
No principal can make_ an administrative decision without
wondering where the fedirai dine will decide that the action is
a violation of a constini"right." It is a sad-indeed a tragicstate of affairs. The federal courts have completely lost sight of
the purpose for which a school system is created, namely, to
impart learning and nor to accomplish a sociological revolution.
Many parents feel the hopelessness of the situation. They
contemplate moving to different communities, be the Supreme
Court is determined that the very nature of neighborhoods be
transformed through the use of the instrumentality of the public
schools. In this situation, the children in the affected school
systems are the sacrificial victims of a handful of arrogant judges
who aren't selected by the people and over whom the people have
no control.
Tbe ostragoons meters of the situation is compounded by the
did& stestnnilooployed by the Supreme Court in determining
eillielimalleinnilit meet the test of the sociological formulas. In
11111111t rdIlie Se Supreme Court established the double
must be
itanined as Abe kw of the land. The Southern states
the
whereas
formulas,
of
variety
a
to
meet
connuottr MEW
salmiissearstaboo-despite conditions of de facto segregationthe federal judiciary .
are tabs i1 t
Malone bomb( is ammietory in Southern school systems, but
is not required outside the region. This is the ultimate in sectional dicrimiedias. All the hardships are placed on people in
country while the people in other parts are spared
ese parte(
the asesontr of seeicing very difficult adjustments in human
le standard means that education per se will
relations.1
be moth more difficult and frustrated in the Southern states than
in elm sections of the country . How the members of the
Supreme Cart can't can rationalize this regional bias is hard to
undentand.
Busing. for example, worts a hardship on students
irragectiee of race or color. Children shifted around to achieve a
rigidformula have to spend long periods of the day en route to and
retuning from school. This means that they are deprived of the
opportunity to participate in extracurricula activities. This
deprival of opportunity doesn't seem to bother the Burger Court,
which is just as irrespoctsible as the Warren Court.
The real irony in the recent decision of the Burger Court on
bussing and related matters is that-for a time undefined and to an
extent undefined-the attendance of children at public schools
may be shaped and prescribed solely according to race and color.
A distinguished attorney, who has carefully studied the
arguments in the recent school cases-the Charlotte-Mecklenburg
school cases before the Supreme Court-has pointed out that "the
court has adopted the philosophy that wherever there has been an
old state compulsion based on race, there shall now be a federal
compulsion based on race, and that theU. S. Constitution kives no
individual protection against the imposition of this new racial
compulsion."
In view of this interpretation of the Constitution by the Burger
Court, there is now no relief except to write into the nation's
fundamental charter an explicit provision banning this new
federal compulsion. It is likely. therefore. that opponents of this
compulsion shortly will propose a Constitutional Amendment
reading simply and briefN as follows':
-No governmental authority shall at any time, nor for any
purpose, shape, determine or prescribe attendance or assignment of students and-or teachers on the basis of rate or color.'
Until sonic such provision is inserted into the law of the land..
Judicial tyranny will pre..ail and the public schools in the United
more chaotic all the
aates will continue to earsen. becoming
me

HISTORY LESSON—Disabled youngsters go back in time as Independeace Hall guide Bernard
Feoll explains the story behind the crack in the Liberty Bell. More than 2 million visitors viewed the
ft
bell last year.

OUR GLORIOUS FOURTH

Americans encouraged
to touch historic relics
rung about 8:30 goes over the
famous relic with a damp
cheesecloth.
PHILADELPHIA — Unlike
Besides an English narration
the national treasures of other by Walter Cronlute. there are
nations. Americans are en- tape translations of the bell's
couraged to feel their most history in six languages,
famous relic.
French, Spanish, German,
More than 2,380,000 visitors Russian, Italian and Japanese.
probably touched the Liberty
The Japanese seem to stand
Bell last year.
in special awe of the bell, says
• We provide so that they can 'Superintendent Brooks When
touch it, and a scientific study the Japanese translation
has inclicsited that there won't begins they bow towards the
be any wear on the bell,- said relic.
Chester L Brooks, superinOccasionally, emotionalism
tendent of Independence spills over around the bell
National Historic Parks which When Ho Chi Minh died, antiincludes Independence Hall war demonstrators approached
and other connected sites of the bell with rice and flowers to
antiquity.
honor the. North Vietnamese
Many visitors give it a rap leader. Before a protester got
with their knuckles and get a to it. a conservatively dressed,
little ringing sound. But middle-aged man kicked a bowl
rangers keep alert for the of rice from a demonstrator's
occasional visitor who tries to hands.
swing on it.
The following day, a counter
Mrs. Louise Boggs, a tall.
group performed a cleansing
soft-spoken black women has to
ceremony. Two miniskirted
clean off lots of sticky
blondes symbolically wiped the
fingerprints left by lollipop
bell clean. The Independence
holders. A lot of bubble gum is
left around Independence Hall. Hall staff is tolerant of
protesters as long as they
too, but never on the bell. says
Mrs Boggs. who every tnor- beha%e •'After all, the bell
By ARTHUR GRIFFITILS
Copley News Service

belongs to them, too, explained an employe.
Contrary to popular legend,
the bell's significance was not
recognized during, and for long
after, the revolution. Then in
the early 1800s, poetry helped
spark.the great veneration that
has grown over the years: And
the slavery abolitionists
popularized the bell as their
symbol.
It was most certainly rung to
mark the public reading of the
Declaration of Independence
on July 8. 1776. Buy it was tolled
for very ordinary events, and
fires. It was just a working bell.
In 1772, there was even a
divers
from
"petition
inhabitants of the city of
Philadelphia, living near the
State House, setting forth that
they are much incommoded
and distressed by the too
frequent ringing of the great
The bell cracked in 1752 soon
if ter its arrival from a foundry
ivhid.
In Whitechapel, London.
ill operates. Two American
aorkrnen, Pass and Stow
8,
r acast the bell twice. On July
l835, according to tradition —
.-cactly 59 years after it pealed

Since then, the English
foundry has decided to cast
2,400 replicas to sell at $876
apiece
to
Americans
celebrating the Bicentennial.
Not far from Independence
Hall, in the Old Pine
Presbyterian Churchyard at
4th and Pine streets, is the
grave of William Hurrie,
reputed to have tolled the
message of independence.
Occasionally, flowers are put
on his grave, although some
say the bellringer on that
momentous day was another,
Andrew McNair.
Because it gets so crowded in
the narrow space around the
bell, it has been suggested that
the relic be moved out of Independence Hall for the
Bicentennial celebrations in
1976 where more people can
comfortably view it near the
hall.
Although • removal to a
special exhibition place near
the hall is a possibility, it's
almost certain that it will not
be
allowed
to
leave
Philadelphia for a Bicentennial
tour of other cities.
The bell has been sent out of
Philadelphia a number of
times, first to hide it from the
British who had a habit of
melting bells for cannon. It was
displayed at a number of important exhibitions around the
nation in the late 1800s and
early this century. The last
time it left the hall was in 1917
to
be
hauled
through
Philadelphia for a war bonds
campaign.
In 1964. experts said it
couldn't safely be taken to the
New York World's Fair
because of fissures in the
metal. "It's against the preseqt
policy to move it out -of the
park." said Superintendent
Brooks.
Brooks sees a special
historical significance in the
crack in the bell where people
like to put their fingers. He
senses a symbolic link between
the fissure and the great issues
that have split America from
colonial times, through the
Civil War to the -present.

nightmares
end...

CLOSED HEARING — Brig.
Gen, John W. Donaldson,
highest ranking officer to
be accused of murdering
civilians in Indochina, err
rives at a closed hearing at
Ft. Meade, Md. The hearing is the Army's equivalent of an investigation by
a grand jury.
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Doug
Kennedy, not
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Monday night as
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more.
A big seven-run

English
Tops A
Reidlan
By Jana
Jerry English 6,
of the fourth hen
race at Keeling
Saturday night.
the top qualifier
Melvin Woodford 1
second heat and Ro
the third heat.
Races were de
times for
mishaps. During
John Abernathy 21
collision with one
Pales, completely
over. Larry Waist°
as the second heat
into the parking
couple of cars.
The third heat
be one of the most
of the night saw
13, almost go o
bankment on the
the race which he
Melvin Woodford
Myhan 31, added
the fourth heat by
the fence together
curve. John M
finished the
during the feat
trinruned a few
stretch and totaled
were no injuries
only to the poor c
Top Qualifier
English, 6, 23.52, 2
77, 24.05, 3. Ra
28, 24.40.
First Heat-1. J
220, 2. Bill M
Ricks, 16, 4. Antho
Butch Forrester,
S econd Heat
Woodford, 14 Jr
English, 6,3.
4. Raymond
Collier, 12.
Third Heat-1.
115, 2. Jesse Ladd,
Keeling, 57, 4.
5, Ralph Hillard,
Fourth Heat-1. J
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Rudy Collier, 1
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Closer To Division Leaders
Red Sox Maul Senators, Move

TUESDAY—JUNE 29, 1971

May Hits Two Homers To Power
Cincinnati Over Expos Monday

By GARY KALE
that featured Rico Petrocelli's bold on as Rich McKinney and
By NEIL HEMSHBERG
Milwaukee defeated Chicago, 7- striking out nine to record his
two-rim homer and Carl Yea- Bill Melton dowered for the
UPI Sports Writer
UPI Sports Writer
4, Boston trounced Washington, sixth win against five losses.
Nobody was more surprised qtrzemski's two-run single White Sox. The victory was the
Although Cincinnati's "Big 10-4, Kansas City blanked
than manager Eddie Kasko helped Boston record its fourth eighth in the Brewers' last 10
The win was only the second
Red Machine" has performed California, 3-0, Oakland edged
when he received power from straight victory.
for
the season for San Diego in
games. Hannan won his second
more like a little red wagon Minnesota, 6-4, and Detroit and
an unexpected source and now "We're not really hitting," of the year.
10 meetings with the Giants.
this
season,
Lee
May's
hitting
Baltimore
played
to
a
4-4
tie
in
nobody is surprised that the Kasko admitted, "But we Cleveland bunched three sina game that was suspended
Boston Red Sox are making exploded in that one inning. gles and two outfielder errors The combination Oaks and butterfly and in the 100-yard has been in high gear.
another run at the American Three days ago, we were eight and a pair of sacrifice flies for Calloway Country Clubs swim- individual medley, while Martha May hit two homers Monday because of a curfew after 13
Lyle Pitman won the 25-yard night to power the faltering innings.
League East lead.
games down. Now it's almost all their runs in the ninth inning ming team vrill face a team from
the Cape Girardeau, Mo., city breaststroke, the 100-yard in- Reds to a doubleheader sweep Manny Sanguillen drove in
Doug
Griffin
and
John half as much."
to win the opener over New
Kennedy, not especially noted Baltimore and Detroit com- York and provide Ray Lamb pool in their first MOW must at dividual medley and was a over the Montreal Expos, 4-3 three runs with a disputed
triple in the first inning as the
for long ball hitting, blasted pleted 13 innings and were tied with his fifth triumph. Fritz the season Wednesday, Jane 30, member of the 8-year-old girls' and 5-4.
their first homers of the season at 4-4 when their game was Peterson lost his seventh game at the Oaks Country Club pool, team which won two events—the Cincinnati, 1970 National Pirates pounded Card starter
medley and the freestyle swims. League champion, is in fourth Jerry Reuss for 10 runs. The
Monday night as the Red Sox suspended by curfews. It will of the season. The Indians beginning at 1 p.m.
Kay Adams finished first in the place, 641
/
2 games behind victory enabled the Pirates to
age
Youngsters,
in
ranging
mauled the Washington Sentors, be completed prior to tonight's pinned New York with its
25-yard freestyle and the 25-yard Western division leading San retain their four-game National
10-4, and moved within 4/
1
2 regularly scheduled game in second doubleheader loss in two from six through 14,from the two
country clubs make up the butterfly events in her age group, Francisco, but May is hitting League East lead over the
games of division4eading Balti- Baltimore.
days with a 14-hit nightcap
more.
In other American League attack that featured Vada Murray team and compete in and was a member of the winning like the Reds were in first Mets.
Sanguillen's one-out drive
more than 70 events. Jack Baker 8-year-old girls' 100-yard medley place.
A big seven-run eighth inning action, Oakland defeated Min- Pinaon's three hits.
is coach of the Oaks swimmers, relaY team. In addition to Kay The Cincinnati first baseman highlighted the Pirates' five-run
nesota, 6-4, Kansas City shutout
while Brad Green is the Calloway and Martha Lyle, the relay team collected six hits in Monday's first inning. After Bill MazerosCalifornia, 3-0; Milwaukee GRAMBLING VS 51ORGAN
is made up of Susan Stripling and twinbill, including his 19th and ki and Al Oliver singled and
stopped Chicago, 7-4, and NEW YORK (UPI)—Gram- Country Club coach.
20th homers of the season, as Roberto Clemente walked to fill
Cleveland took two from New Wing and Morgan State, which The Cape Girardeau meet will Mary Lee Furches.
GENERAL ADIMIERION
had a total of 19 players from be the team's second inter-city The other first-place Murray the Reds powered their way to the bases, a fan grabbed the
York, 3-0 and 5-2.
In the National League, last year's squad signed by the match of the season, having been winners and their events were: the double victory. May is ball after Sanguillen rounded
Keller,
50-yard currently hitting at a .317 clip second but the hit was ruled a
Cincinnati swept Montreal pros, will meet at Yankee beaten by a team of Hopkinsville Donna
twice, 4-3 and 5-4; Houston Stadium of Sept. 11 in the first svrinuners 362 to 206 points at backstroke and the 50-yard for the season and has added 48 triple despite Cardinal protests.
butterfly; Michelle Richardson, RBIs to the Reds' anemic Ken Boswell's eighth inning
grabbed a pair from Atlanta, 6- Whitney M. Yon Jr. Memor- Hopkinsville on June 23.
single enabled Gary Gentry to
Led by Ashley Smock, Rhonda 50-yard breaststroke, and Alan attack,
6:00 til 10:00 p.m.
5 and 6-4; Los Angeles beat ial Football
By Jane Brandon
Chicago, 6-4; New York topped DC.C30C304:104:N=.00.0a=0=4 Garland and Martha Lyle Pit- Warner in the 50-yard butterfly His super performance, win his seventh game against
Includes:
however, has been largely five losses for the Mets.
man, 13 of the Murray swimmers event.
Philadelphia, 3-1; Pittsburgh
Gunfights
either won individual events or In the 100-yard freestyle relay, ignored by the fans in favor of Tommie Agee backed Gentry's
Jerry English 6, was the winner pounded St. Louis, 114, and San
with
of the fourth heat and feature Diego whipped San Francisco,
his
were members of the winning Brad Boone, Mike Hibbard, Giant first baseman Willie four-hit pitching
Medicine Show
team in relay contests at Brian Warner and Kevin Shehan McCovey in the All-Star ballot- seventh homer of the season
race at Keeling Stock Track 6-2.
s•=imioicom-=‘=-c-aco-csic-ex
were the winners in their age ing but not by Red manager and three singles off Rick Wise,
Table Top 'Mysteries
Saturday night. English was also Boston came up with its most
Hopkinsville.
Sparky Anderson.
making his first start since
Smock finished first in his age group.
the top qualifier for the night. productive inning of the year By United Press International
National League
Museums
a
no-hitter
over
Melvin Woodford 14 Jr., took the when the Red Sox broke a 3-3
group in the 25-yard freestyle, 50- Also taking part in the "May has been our big man," pitching
East
pkinsville meet were: Suzanne the Cincinnati skipper said. Cincinnati last Thursday. Wise
yard breaststroke and in the 100second heat and Roy Rodgers 115, tie by batting around in the
Crafts Area
W. L. Pct. GB yard medley events. Four difttman, Steve McDougal, "Now with McCovey out of is now 8-5.
the third heat.
eighth. Kalil°, however, lost
Pittsburgh
49
V
.645
onnie
Henry, Pam Johnson, action I'd be disappointed if Willie Crawford and Was
50 Shops & Buildings
ferent strokes are required in the
Races were delayed several Griffin for "about eight days to
43 29 .597 4 100-yard individual medley
slie Furches, Robyn Ray, May doesn't make the All-Star Parker each had three hits and
times for wrecks and other two weeks" after the second New York
37 36 .507 10/
1
2 event.
Mary Ann Littleton, Emily Gore, team."
drove in two runs in leading the
mishaps. During the first heat baseman SUffelFRO aEpsom in Chicago
39 38 .506 10/
1
2 Rhonda won in her age group in Jay Pitman, Doug Henry and May, who missed the first 14 Dodgers to their fourth straight
John Abernathy 21, had a small his lower back let& chasing a St Louis
Philadelphia
30 44 .405 18 the 50-yard freejstyle, 50-yard Scottie Orr.
games of 1971 because of a pre- win. Crawftird homered in the
collision with one of the light pop fly.
29 43 .403 18
ClaFurches, Donna Adams, season injury, was sorely first inning and doubled in the
poles, completely lmOcking- it Kennedy dentin's stand-in, Montreal
West
Carol Dick, Michael Pitman, missed by his teammates at the sixth while Parker hit a twoover. Larry Walston 56, lost a tire was a standout as he homered
W.
Pct. GB
Tammy Boone, Sandra Whaley, start of this season's activities, run single in the third.
in the second heat which bounced and engineered a perfect
4 mi. SW Ky. Dam
Debbie Henry, Tyler Seale, Nick But now that the Cincinnati Cesar Cedeno drove in three
into the parking area landing on a squeeze bunt in the big eighth San Francisco 49 28 .636
Los Angeles
43 33 .586 5/
1
2
Hibbard, Leslie Hunter, Laurie slugger is back in shape, the runs with a triple, homer, and
couple of cars.
Hwy. 641
that gave reliever Bob Bolin his Hoiston
37 38 493 11
Crass, Kevin Ray, Gene Wilferd "Big
Red
Machine" hay single and scored two runs in
The third heat which proved to second win of the season.
35 43 .449 141
/
2
and Todd Bradshaw.
Open Daily-Noon10:00
regenerate some of its lost leading the Astros to their
be one of the most exciting events Baltimore, reluctant to give Cincinnati
36 45 .444 15
Three other meets are on the power.
doubleheader sweep. In the
of the night saw Larry Bradford ground to the onrushing Red Atlanta
Closed Mondays
27 50 .351 22
Murrayans' schedule following In other National League first game Don Wilson had an
13, almost go over the en- Sox, tied Detroit with a four- San Diego
Monday's Results
the Cape Girardeau meet. On action Pittsburgh downed St. eight-hitter and Jack Hiatt's
bankment on the last lap and lose run ninth inning that Brooks
Wednesday, July 7, they will Louis, 11-5, Houston swept a double sparked a four-run rally.
the race which he had until then. Robinson capped with a three- Los Angeles 6 Chicago 4
WIMBLEDON, England
meet a team of Paducah twinbill from Atlanta, 6-5 and 6- Dave Campbell's bases loadMelvin Woodford 14 Jr. and Bill run homer. Mickey Lolich had Cincinnati 4 Mont 3, 1st
(UPI)—Stan Smith offered to
swimmers at the Oaks pool, and 4, New York tripped Philadel- ed, three-run double in the fifth
Myhan 31, added excitement to a two-hit shutout going into the Cincinnati 5 Mont 4, 2nd
buy Tom Gorman a beer.
on July 14 they will be at phia, 3-1, and Los Angeles liming powered the Padres to
the fourth heat by going through frame. Bill Freehan and Al New York 3 Phila 1
the
It
least
was
the
Army
Russellville and on July 21 at downed Chicago, 6-4.
victory over San Francisco.
the fence together on the first Kaline hit two-run homers for Pittsburgh 11 St. Louis 5
private
from Pasadena, Calif.,
Houston 6 Atlanta 5, .st
Madisonville for meets with In the American League, Clay Kirby went the distance,
curve. John McElrath 220, the Tigers.
could do for a man who'll
swimmers in those cities.
Clevelandsweptadoublep,„and scattering nine hits while
finished the evening off when Oakland maintained its 11- Houston 6 Atlanta 4, ?rid
probably help him defend the
during the feature race he game lead in the A.L. West as San Diego 6 San Fran 2
Davis Cup in October.
trimmed a few trees on the back Bert Campanals and Joe Rudi
Today's Pliable Pitchers
Gorman, of Seattle, Wash.,
stretch and totaled his car. There each had two hits and sawed
were no injuries to the drivers, two runs apiece. Unbeaten Los Angeles (O'Brien 2-1) at scored the upset of upsets
Chicago (Hands 8-8).
only to the poor cars.
the 85th Wimbledon tennis
Chuck Dobson went 2-3 innings
Top Qualifiers-1. Jerry and was a-edited with his sixth Cncinnati (Simpson 1-1 or championships Monday by
Cloninger
2-5) at Montreal dumping title favorite Rod
English, 8, 23.52, 2. Jesse Ladd, win. He yielded the Minnesota
77, 24.05, 3. Raymond Rodgers, scoring when he served up two- (Britton 0-2 or McAnally 14), Laver in straight sets, 0-7, 84,
night.
26, 24.40.
6-3, to go with his opening day
run homers to Rich Reese and
First Heat-1. John McElrath, Tony Oliva. Bert Blyieven was New York (Seaver 9-3) at ouster of eighth seeded South
220, 2. Bill Myhan, 31, 3. Bob tagged with his 10th loss in 17 Philadelphia (Lersch 4 -6), African Cliff Drysdale.
night.
Ricks, 16, 4. Anthony Peck, 42, 5. decisions.
Pittsburgh (Walker 3-6) at St. Smith, the bookies third
Butch Forrester, 92.
Rookie lefthander Paul Splitchoice before the 12-day,
8 econd Heat-1. Melvin torff beat California for the Louis (Cleveland 6-7), night.
Woodford, 14 Jr., 2. Jerry second time in 10 days with a Atlanta (Jarvis 2-9) at $120,128 tournament opened,
English, 6, 3. Larry Walston, 56, seven hitter. Singles by Ed Houston (Billingham 3-7), night. figures to have the Indian sign
4. Raymond Rodgers, 20, 5. Rudy Kirkpatrick and Gall Hopkins San Francisco (Cumberland over Gorman and is quietly
3-0) at San Diego (Roberts 6-7), confident about the outcome of
Collier, 12.
and Joe Keogh's grounder gave
their semifinal meeting on
Third Heat-1. Roy Rodgers, Kansas City the run it needed night.
Thursday. He beat New Zea115, 2. Jesse Ladd, 77, 3. Junior in the second inning. Singles by
Wednesday's Games
f
land's Onny Parun 7-6, 6-3 6-4 to
Keeling, 57,4. Cotton Glisaon, 43, Paul Schaal and Amos Otis,
Atlanta at Montreal, night
advance.
5. Ralph Hillard, 88.
Cookie Rojas' double and a wild Pitts at New York,
!'1.•
night
Fourth Heat-1. Jerry English, pitch accounted for the Royals'
Los Angeles at Chicago
"I've met Tom several times
6, 2. Raymond Rodgers, 26, 3. other two runs in the third.
before and, fortunately, I've
Rudy Collier, 12, 4. John Ken Sanders picked up his Cincinnati at Phila, night
won most times. He did me a
McElrath, 220, 5. Bob Ricks, 16. 10th save of the season as he SF at San Diego, night
favor by beating Laver at
Feature Race-1. Jerry bailed out starter Jim Hannan (Only games scheduled)
Queens and then I beat him in
English,6,ti Roy Rodgers, 115,3. in the seventh with one out and
American League
the semis and went on to
Raymond Rodgers, 26, 4. Jimmy the tying runs on base for
East
-.11111e:
•••
Mooreland, 34, S. Rudy Collier, Chicago. Milwaukee took an
W. L. Pct. GB victory. It's happened here as
41111Wogoelholn
,
.
4wisoe
,
well.
I hope that is a good
12.
Baltimore
45
26
.634
early 6-0 lead and then had to
Am.
omen," Smith said.
,0 %•";•'<:.-"*
Boston
41 31 569 41
/
2
,-..a.
Detroit
41 32 562 5
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34 39 488 12
"
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worked for me."
Sidt Covet
Cleve 3 New York 0, 1st
movie
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Oaks-Calloway Swim Team
Has Home Meet Wednesday
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Miss Deborah Ann Wilson Exchanges Vows
With Reginald R. Hughes, Paris Church
Miss Deborah Ann Wilson and heard the bride entered escorted
Reginald R. Hughes exchanged by her father, who gave her in
their marriage vows in the marriage. She was wearing an
creation
bridal
sanctuary of Trinity United exquisite
Methodist Church, Paris, Tenn., designed by Bridal Originals of
as Rev. Larry Tubbs officiated at scalloped chantilly lace and silk
the double ring ceremony May faced peau de sole, over a full
twenty-ninth.
sleeved, empire, A-line Satapeau
The bride is the daughter of Mr. gown with full chapel train,
and Mrs. Herman G. Wilson of accented with satin streamers in
Paris, Tenn., and the groom's beck. Her mylon tulle elbow
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Leon length veil was secured to an
Hughes of Springbille, Tenn.
organza Camelot headpiece,
She is the granddaughter of Mr. trimmed with a wreath of tiny
and Mrs. Fray Wilson of Murray, motifs of Veni.se lace. Her only
and Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Man of jewlry was a diamond pendant, a
Paris, Tenn. The groom is the gift from the groom. She carried
grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. a colonial bouquet of white rose
H. D. Barrow of Murray and the buds and carnations.
late Mr.and Mrs. bonnie Hughes. Miss Karolyn Martin, the
Williams bride's only attendant, wore a
Mrs.
Randy
registered the guests as they floor length empire gown of
entered the vistibule.
maize silk chiffon over peau de
At;he altar two burnished gold sole trimmed with white Venise
urns of yellow carnations were at lace. She made a maize velvet
ether side and jade greenery bow in her hair and she carried a
formed the background for the colonial bouquet of yellow and
candle light ceremony. Family white carnations.
pews were marked with white
Malcolm Geurin of Springville,
bows with three white carnations. Tenn., served the groom as best
"Love Theme" from Romeo man. The ushers were Mitchell
and Juliet, "Tare's Theme", Evans and Michael Wilson,
"Beta use", "Sweetest Story brother of the bride.
Ever Told", "Whither Thou
Mrs. Wilson chose for her
Goest", "0 Perfect Love", and daughter's wedding an aqua silk
"The Traditional Wedding knit with navy accessories. The
Marches, were the selections groom's mother was wearing a
presented by the organist, Miss pink crepe knit with black accessories. Both mothers were
Sue Call.
As the wedding march was wearing white cymbidhun orchids. The brides maternal
grandmother, Mrs. Kirksey
Mann, was wearing a yellow knit
with black accessories and a
corsage of white carnations.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
Miss Shelia Harrell, bride-elect bride's parents entertained with
cif Barry Cain, was the honoree at a reception in the fellowship hall
a delightfully planned personal of the Church.
shower held on Monday, Jane 14, The serving table, covered with
at seven-thirty o'clock in the a cloth of yellow dotted swiss
evening at the Community draped with greenery, was acCenter, Ellis Drive.
cented with a floral arrangement
The charming hostesses for the of white roses and a silver canoccasion were Misses Clarissa dlelabra. The three-tiered white
Lee, Cindy Harrell, Sheila cake was trimmed with yellow
Cunningham, Deena Edmonds, rose buds surmounted with white
Boyd, Janet Walker, and satin bells. Nuts and mints were
sha Hosford, and Mrs. served from silver compotes with
Claudia Carson.
lime punch. Serving the guests
Miss Harrell wore for the oc- were Mrs. Barbara Tippit, sister
casion a black and white pant suit of the groom, and Mrs. Jan Swor,
with a hostesses' gift corsage of Miss Glenna Perry and Mrs.
white carnations. She opened her 'Dorothy Spencer.
, Many lovely gifts for the guests to As the couple left for an un:view.
disclosed wedding trip the bride
Refreshments of punch, in- was wearing a brown knit dress
dividual cakes, cookies, and nuts with white accessories, and a
were served from the serving white orchid corsage. The couple
table. The appointments were in is residing in Nashville, Tenn.
, crystal.

Personal Shower Is
tGiven In Honor Of
Ishelia Harrell

ir

Miss Anna Johnson
Norman A. Klapp Is
Is Complimented
Honored At Dinner
With Shower
By The Postoffice
Norman A. Klapp of South 12th Miss Anna Johnson, bride-elect
Street, Murray, was honored with of Jimmy Dale Kimbro, was
a surprise dinner at the Southside honored with a household shower
Restaurant on Thursday, June 24, held at the home of Mrs. Wanda
at seven o'clock in the evening by Johnson on Friday, June 11, at
the employees of the Murray seven o'clock in the evening.
Postoffice.
charming hostess for the
Klapp who recently retired The
event was Mrs.
from the Postoffice was wenuptial
Robertson.
`rances
.
:
presented with a Service Award
certificate which reads as For the occasion the honoree
follows: "In grateful ap-,chwe to wear a white drew with
preciation for dedicated service a white and blue corsage. She
during and honorable career of 26 opened her many lovely gifts for
years in the U. S. Postal Service. the guests to view.
Given on occasion of retirement,
May 31, 1871." The award was Refreshments of red punch,
signed by Postmaster General cake, nuts, and mints were
Winton M. Blount.
served by the hostess
Lester Nanny, Murray Post- Forty-one persons were
master, presented the certificate present or sent gifts.
to Mr. Klapp. G. B. Jones,
superintendent of mails, was the
master of ceremonies. Klapp
group and
the
thanked
reminisced about his years of
Food packages marked
work for the local postoffice.
-enriched- on the label are
Those present were Messrs and for persons on special
Mesdames Klapp, Jones, Joe Pat diets. The answer is false
Farley, Don Edwards, Cullen because enriched foods are
Erwin, Hafton Gamer, Thomas for everyone! When a
Bell, Torn Herndon, James P. homemaker has a choice
between an enriched prodMiller, Randolph Story, Lloyd
Boyd, Hillard Rogers, John T. uct versus one that's not
Lassiter, J. B. Burkeen, J. W. enriched, she should choose
Young, and Robert Steele: Mrs. the enriched one. This
Louise Donelson; Messrs H. means more vitamins and
minerals are added to her
Nelson Blalock, Pete Farley, and
featly's diet.
(liarles Lamb.

True or false?

Laurie Tucker Is
Honored At Shower
At McCann Home

Thompson-Gantt Engagement

mum,.

The home of Mrs. Robert
McCann was the scene of a
household shower given in honor
of Miss Laurie Tucker, brideelect of Joel Tobey, on Monday,
June 21, at seven o'clock in the
3aptist Church will have a cotevening.
Tuesday, June 29
prayer meeting at the home
Miss Pat McCann and Miss
age
the
Cottage prayer meeting by
Susan McCann were the gracious Elm Grove Baptist Church will Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crider at
hostesses for the bridal occasion. be held at the
home of Mrs. tight p.m. The Brotherhood 'will
For the occasion the honoree Wilbur Weston at 9:30 am.
)e in charge of the meeting.
chose to wear a pant suit of white,
lime green, and yellow with a A Swim party for those The Murray-Calloway County
corsage of yellow carnations, gift members who have finished Senior Citizens Club will have a
of the hostesses.
grades seven,eight, and nine and potluck luncheon at the social
The honoree opened her gifts their guests will be held at the hall of the First United Methodist
for the guests to view. The bride's Oaks Country Club from five tc Church at noon. Dr. H. C. Chiles
book was kept by Mrs. Gary 7:30 p.m. A charge of fifty cents will be the guest speaker.
Yvill, aunt of the bride-elect.
per person will be made and
of
Refreshments
cake hamburgers will be served.
Saturday, July 3
decorated with yellow flowers,
The Murray High School Class
punch, mints, and nuts were
The Alpha Omicron Pi Alumni of 1951 will have its 20th year
served from a table overlaid with
meet at the sorority room at reunion banquet at the Holiday
will
an ecru lace cloth and featured Murray State University at 7:30 Inn at 6:30 p.m. Other social
crystal candle holders with gold
functions include gatherings at
p.m.
burning tapers.
the homes of Mrs. Gene Landoll
Approximately twenty persons
and Robert Ray Buckingham.
Thursday, July 1
attended or sent gifts.
The Baptist Young Women of
the Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Joe Pat
In general. vitamins are
Watching a small child
Futrell at 7:30 p.m.
essential for normal
grow and develop can be
growth, healthy offspring,
an exciting experience for
The Baptist Women of the Elm
prevention
health,
good
to
4
size
From
any parent.
;rove Baptist Church will have a and-or cure of certain dissize 4, from 30 pounds to
xittage prayer meeting at 9:30 eases, and resistance to
35 pounds, are very great
i.m. at the home of Mrs. Charles infection. Vegetables and
moments of his early years.
3urkeen.
fruits contain lots of imporIt's important to recognize
tant vitamins. Be sore evthat the foods you provide
Friday, July 2
ery member of your family
for Your youngster are a
The Baptist Women and gets four or more servings
very big part of this great
3rotherhood of the Elm Grove
miracle.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Thompson of the Old Mayfield Road,
Paducah, announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their youngest daughter, Alice Kay, to James Dale Gantt, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Gantt of Murray.
Miss Thompson is a 1968 graduate of Reidland High School and
a 1971 graduate of Murray State University with a BS. in
Elementary Education. Her maternal grandparents are Mrs.
Annie Shaffer and the late Boyd Sbaffer of Boaz. Her paternal
grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Gervis Thompson of Paducah.
Mr. Gantt is a 1967 graduate of Murray University School and a
1971 honor graduate of Murray State.University with a BS. in
Qiesnistry. He was a member of the Gamma Beta Phi Society. He
plans to attend the University of Missouri at Rolla in the fall. His
maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collie of Murray.
His paternal grandparents are the late Mr.and Mrs. Edgar Gantt.
The wedding is planned for August 7 at the Sunny Slope Church
of Christ, Paducah. Friends and relatives of the couple are invited
to attend the wedding and reception. No invitations are being
sent.

This is a coffee cake you
make with a convenience
dough.
To
refrigerated
make: Drain a small can
(IPA oz.) pineapple tidbits;
reserve liquid.
You'll need two cans (11
az, each) refrigerated orange Danish rolls with icing. Separate dough into 16
Stretch each roil
slightly into Moog—

Clipping the
stork's wings
NEW YORK (UPI) - A
study and survey organization
called Lea, Inc. reports that
male sterilizations in the United States have reached a new
annual peak - with 750.000
done during 1970.
The organization in Ambler,
Pa., reports 93 per cent of the
operations were performed in
doctors'offices.
The Association for Voluntary Sterilization (AVS) estimates that about 75 per cent
of all voluntary sterilizations
done in the nation are male
operations. This is a change
from 10 years ago when about
60 per cent of the operations
done were for women.
``Probably three million
Americans of childbearing age,
both menand women, have
now obtained sterilization,"
says John R. Itague, executive
director of AVS.
Related to the increase in
voluntary sterilizations is the
arowth of vasectomy clinics
nationwide. The first such clinic at the Margaret Sanger Research Bureau in New York,
opened in October, 1969, with
a 930,000 grant from AVS. As
of May, 1971, 46 clinics were
in operation.

i

nvtleo

and twist each to farm a
figure._8. On ungreased
cookie sheet arrange rolls,
to
overlapping
slightly,
form a ring.
Stick two pineapple tidbits into center of each outer loop. Bake in preheated
375 degrees F oven for 18
to 72 minutes (until golden
brown).
Make glaze by combining
icing from both packages
with two tablespoons of reserved
pineapple
juice.
Drizzle glaze over warm
coffee cake. Serve warm.
F.S.

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Wilson and
children of Washington, D.C., are
visiting his mother, Mrs. Robbie
Wilson, Mayfield Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vaughn
and son, Andy, of Nashville,
Term., and Mr. and Mrs. Dean
Garadot and children, Stan and
Deana, of Baton Rouge, La., will
spend the coming weekend with
their mother, Mrs. J. T. Sammons, and other relatives in
Murray.

Freeze milk?
Milk that has been frozen for a month or less can
be used although the flavor
and appearance may be
changed, according to U. S
Department of Agriculture
specialists. However, do not
freeze sour cream, yogurt,
evaporated milk, or cream.
VrAlkoloat~zso•.sw,
NOTICE
are
readers
Our
reminded that the
Sr Times will not
weddings or bridal sholrers
that occurred thirty day'
previous to the date of
publicatim
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Ray Charles Show
Starring Mr. Charles, His 16 Piece Orchestra And The Raeletts

SHOW TIME:
FRIDAY,JULY 2nd
8:30 P.M.

DEAR D
used Inezeuss
are booked
reach the Sloe

TICKETS:

DEAR AB
about the lad
birthday part
"nuts."
I think
Rosenberg, T
was a year old
years of age.
card for the
other prizes,
The
birthday cake
Birthday" to

Family Dinner
Meat Loaf
Carrots Vichy
Melon Balls

Potatoes
Green Salad
Beverage

$5.0047.50410.00412.50
CARROTS VICHY
This French way of treating
carrots usually makes a hit.
1 bag (1 pound) carrots (7
4-inch
1
large) pared and sliced /
thick
I chicken bouillon cube dissolved in 1 cup boiling water
114 teaspoons sugar
6 branches parsley
1/4 cup butter
1 tablespoon minced parsley
Into a medium saucepan turn
all the ingredients except
minced parsley. Boil rapidly.
covered, until tender-15 minutes. Discard parsley branches
With a slotted spoon remove
carrots and keep warm. Boil liq
uld in pan until it is thick tine
reduced to a very small
amount, stirring constantly at
end of cooking; mix in carrots;
sprinkle with minced parsley
Makes 6 servings.

Why not call for reservations to dine
with us on this special occasion in our
Hear Ray Charles and the Reelects sing these hits?

Constellation Room.
DEAR

LITTLETON'S

•
•
•
•
•

,

MA

BORN TO LOSE
DEAR AB
places where
There are
7- year - old
too young for I
Otherwise,
understand
those indecent
no kid, Abby. I
or town.

CRYING TIME
I CAN'T STOP LOVING YOU ..ete

Call

Or

come by the Cabana Club for tickets.

The Cabana Club
2045 South &IOUs,

Phone 442-7111

Paducah,Ky.
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17 MINERS
rescue work
water tunne
explosion at

I

cdw
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[Rise and Shinel

Greet early shift
with coffee cake

Mr. and Mrs. John David
Thompson and sons, David and
Mark, of Seminole, Texas, are
the guests of his mother, Mrs.
Gels Thompson.

Why vitamins?

To grow on

Miss Alice Kay Thompson

Antoeatik\,

4,11111-41141
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B. Burkina
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The Happy Yellow Store
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outstanding young teacher in
SCRABBLE CON/1/11T
1968.
LONDON (UPI)—During a
An Air Force veteran, he has
Recently appointed as cigar- before moving to Murray State. contributed articles in the areas lunch break , the contestants
man of the newly-organbied His teaching experience also of speech and audiology to studied dictionaries and medepartment of special education includes two years as director of professional journals and is a morized lists of obscure words.
at Murray State, he has heeded the Albion College speech clinic member of several state and They ranged in age from 9 to
the speech and hearing program and three years as a public school national speech and hearing 79, ninety-eight of them in all.
When it was all over Sunday,
since he joined the faculty in 1969. Speech therapist in the Otsego organizations.
Bartholomy is active in both and Albion, Mich., school He and his wife and their three,Stephen Haskell, 40, an unemployed English lecturer, was
therapy and research work in the systems.
children live at 1812 Loch
declared the winner—the first
field of speech rehabilitation for In "The Student Guide to Lomond Drive in Murray.
National Scrabble
British
laryngectomees—people who Courses and Instructors" at Ohio
The-homespun, hanacrafted
Champion.
have lost their larynx because of University, he was named in 1967 look is headed for the fall and
Haskell, who says he has
and 1968 as one of 15 outstanding winter fashion picture. Many
cancer.
been playing the word game
woolens
He earned the B.S. and M.A. instructors
among
in
the American deapdegrees at Western Michigan proximately 450 whose courses signer collections had that occasionally for 15 year9,
straight-off-the-loom look. scored 1,345 points, .943 than
University and the Ph. D. at Ohio were evaluated in the booklet.
University where he served three Bartholomy was also a Very nubby. And head top- 200 points better than runner-up
years on the faculty as a speech nominee for the Central States pings frequently shown with Richard Sharp, a publishing
house editor. There were three
pathologist and audiologist Speech Association Award as an such outfits had that
75-minute games.
hand-knitted look.

Named To B Delegate To Congress

e7"\
Vk

Dr. John M. Bartholomy,
director of the speech and
hearing center at Murray State
University, has been selected by
the American Speech and
Hearing Association to attend the
XV World Congress of the International Association of
Logopedics and Phoniatrics in
Buenos Aires, Argentina, Aug. 1419.
Awarded a $450 travel grant
provided by the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development to attend
the congress, Bartholomy will
leave Aug. 12 from Detroit accompanied by his wife, Mary Jo.
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The biggest caritiT neo tit
the moment is that Peter Val).
and Lee Grant will have the top
Neil Simon', ney
roles in
comedy, "The Prisoner of
Second Avenue."
The play goes into reheal
Sept. 14, bows in New HAN
Oct. 12-16 and plays Wash'
ton, D.C., Oct. I8-Nov. 6.
New York premiere date 7:Lb
Nov. Ii at the Eugene (YNcill
Theater which, incidenta4,
Simon owns.
Falk and Mills Grant, 46
have concentrated on filmst
cently, are ekilled gage.
with
and,
formers,
Nichols also returning to We
theater to direct once agaiika
Simon play, this shapes up alit
most interesting venture.

frozI can
gavot"
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ilture
D not
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17 MINERS KILLED IN WATER TUNNEL—Seeking bodies,
rescue workers are lowered into the shaft of a deep
water tunnel in which 17 miners were killed in a gas
explosion at Sylmar, Calif. The tunnel is 15 miles from
downtown Los Angeles.
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GIANT CANNON®
BEACH TOWEL

Doctor provokes
husband's smoking

HUGE 34"x62" FRINGED BEACH TOWEL

By Abigail Van Buren
Printed in rich, deep color.

DEAR ABBY: My husband frll call him "Joe") Meld
six weeks in the hospital with a coronary and emphysema,
but thank God he is goinsao de &alight. His doctor told him
he had to:11C=01411110to up (agar*. Joe lost X
pounds in
iindidn't have one cigaret, which
isn't easy for a three-pack-a-day man.
When I was at the hospital to take Joe home, his doctor
walked into his room smoking a cigaret! Joe kiddingly
asked the doctor for a cigaret, and would you believe, the
doctor gave him one! [I could have strangled that doctor!)
Joe has been home for three weeks and he's smoking
again. I just know if that doctor hadn't given him a cigaret
Joe would have quit for good.
When I told the doctor what I thought of him he said, "I
didn't think one would hurt him. Besides, I knew how much
he wanted one because I can't quit either."
What do you think of that, Abby? If I hadn't witnessed
this I never would have believed it.
DISGUSTED

Made of soft, cotton terrycloth by
Cannon • exclusively for SherwinWilliams.
Colorfast, machine-washable.
Makes a terrific gift to give to your
family or (Hands.

IVY

•COLORFUL

FINE QUALITY,

DEAR ABBY: I take care of children, and in one of the
places where I work I saw something I never saw before.
There are pictures of nude women in the bedroom of a
7 - year. old boy. I was shocked! I think 7 years old is
too young for looking at naked ladies, if you ask me.
Otherwise, they seem to be nice people. I can't
understand this. Should I tell the mother how I feel about
those indecent pictures, or isn't it any of my business? I am
no kid, Abby. I'll soon be 40. Please don't disclose myame
or town.
SHOCIrtD

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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REGULAR
$2.99

Beautiful avccado canvas with white painted hardwood frame.
Use it inside or outside. Use it in family rooms, living rooms,
patios, porches poolside, on your boat or camping. This chair
likes to tag along'

DEAR MARUCA: Voted eats "art" nuts, tambies.

•

11 0

DIRECTOR'S
CHAIR

DEAR DISGUSTED: So what else is new? That doctor
used inexcusably poor judgment, but if all the doctors who
are booked on nicothie were laid end to end, they would
reach the Sloane Kettering Institute—which isn't a bad idea.
DEAR ABBY: I have no problems (ha!), but I read
about the lady who wanted to give her two poodle pups a
birthday party but was afraid people would think she was
"nuts."
I think she should. I have a Spanish radio program in
Rosenberg, Tex., and when my poodle, Louie Bon &XI III,
was a year old, we had a contest limited to children up to 12
years of age. The one who drew the most original birthday
card for the dog would win a transistor radio. There were
other prizes, too.
The winners came with their parents and we had
birthday cake, and hot chocolate. We all sang "Happy
Birthday" to Louie Bon Bon on the air. It was wonderful!
MARUCA TIJERINA

/II

BUDGET PRICED
LATEX HOUSE PAINT.

DEAR SHOCKED: obviously that mother doesn't look
upon nudity as "indecent." which is her right. Tell her how
you feel about those pictures it you wish. (she may
appreciate knowing.] But in answer to your question, it's
none of your business.
DEAR ABBY: This is for the girl who is engaged to a
man who finds it impossible to say, "I love you," or pay his
fiancee a compliment. Then he tries to excuse it by saying he
just isn't the "demonstrative" type:
Run fast, dear, in the opposite direction. A man who is
stingy with his compliments is stingy with his money,
himself, and everything else I married one of those
"undemonstrative" types, and one day he got angry with me
and he calmly knocked me halfway across the room—with
practically no demonstration whatsoever EXPERIENCED

4" BRUSH

SW-35

Save $1.90 On
OUR VERY BEST

NYLON-EXCELLENT
FOR EXTERIOR
APPLICATIONS.

•i

LATEX HOUSE PAINT

$
REG $4.a
2
99

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU JULY 10th

SHERWIN WILLIAMS

What's your problem!
feel better if you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Boz 0700. Los Angeles. Cal.
WO. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
envelope

Southside Shopping .Center

For mat.'s booklet. "Hon to Have a Lovely Wedding."
.end 61 to 11ob. Bo% 69700. LOS Angeles, Cal. Ma

";"

Murray, Ky.

153-3321

CSiCA
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SERVICES OFFERED

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

SERVICES OFFERED

GUITAR LESSONS
$2 A Week- Begins Saturday, July 3

LEACH'S MUSIC & Pd
Phil Shelton, Mgr.

Call 753-7575
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free pickup and delivery. Free estimate.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
July16C
McCoy,753-3045.

WILL DO babysitting in your
home or mine. Call 753-5076. ITC

Goldwater still popular
with most Republicans
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service

WANTED: ODD jobs, to finance
education,no jobs refused, wages
open. Call 753-9828 after 3:00
J5P
LX)ZER WORK; back hoe ser- p.m.
vice; septic tank cleaning; septic
tank installation. Gene Steely, 901
FOR RENT, SALE
Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753July17C AVAILABLE AFTER August 15,
7850.
1971. Three bedroom brick home,
2 baths, built-in range, utility
4" Plastic Wells
room, and carport, located in a
nice Murray Suburb. Address all
AYLOR WELL
inquiries by mail to Mr. R. K.
DRILLING
Fletcher, Jr.; 1410% Chickasaw
Phone Puryear, Tenn.
Road; Paris, Tenn. 38242; Tel.
247-5556
July1P
901-642-1566.
Complete Well
Service
LOST & FOUND
TFC

WASHINGTON — Early in
1964, Barry Goldwater was
boomed by the Republican
Party as the nation's boldest
way out of national problems
caused by policies of New Deal
and Fair Deal Democrats.
Witin a month after the
party's overwhelming defeat
by Lyndon Johnson, many of
the former Goldwater loyalists
were blaming the Arizona
senator for threatening to put
the GOP into oblivion.
Time, even a mere seven
years, can mark many changes
in national politics however.
Despite scant chances of ever
returning as his party's
from the nominee for the presidency,
LOST OR STRAY
Goldwater is sitting solidly in
WILL MOW lawns. Experienced.
350 lbs.
calf,
Farm,
Bean
James
popularity with most fringes of
TFNC
Phone 753-6030.
Charles
Tagged, No. 3. Contact
the GOP. And his demand for
Bean if found at 436-2337 or 436- lecture and writing services is
CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back 2211.
July1C surpassing even those of the
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753current GOP conservative
July29C
5933.
favorites — Vice President
WANTED TO BUY
Spiro Agnew and Gov. Ronald
TWO COLLEGE boys will mow
Reagan of California.
lawns and do odd jobs. Haul WANT TO BUY; logs and
To
most
Republicans,
furniture,etc. Call 753-7513 or 753- standing timber. Also have for Goldwater represents the same
J1P sale lumber and sawdust. conservative image of 1964
1509.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber despite the presidential defeat,
TFC a brief moratorium out of
Phone 753-4147.
RORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER Co.
politics, a return to the Senate,
Shop, open 3:00 p.m.— 10:00 p.m.
and as a party spectator in the
HELP
WANTED
Tuesday
through
Frisky.
election of Richard Nixon.
Saturday, 11:00 8 7:00. Closed MAN OR WOMAN to sell
Goldwater maintains good
Monday. Boy's haircut, 75c. Rawleigh Household Products to
relations with Mr. Nixon for
Men's haircut, 0.00. Hofn- families. Can make $3 and up an practical reasons.
Mr. Nixon,
buckle's Barber Shop, 213 Spruce hour--oart or full time. Write still stinging from his 1962
TFNC giving phone no.: Ray Harris, gubernatorial
*reel Phone 753-7742
defeat
in
By appointment also Rawleigh Co., Freeport, Minois California, was a staunch
or call 815432-4161 between Band Goldwater supporter in 1964.
Arizona
phone 753-7742
senator
4:30.
J1C The
reciprocated in 1968, backing
Mr. Nixon early by campaigning personally and encouraging support from conservative supporters who aided
him four years before.
153-1273
Only a few of the politicians
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
who masterminded
We Have It—We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be HadGoldwater's 1964 effort have made it

with the Nixon administration
but they have done well.
One is Richard Kleindienst,
right-hand man to John
Mitchell in the Justice Department, who will be the favorite to succeed his boss as attorney general if the latter resigns to supervise Mr. Nixon's
reelection campaign.
Another is Dean Burch, a
guiding hand in the 1964
campaign who served for a
while as chairman of the
Republican National Committee. He is now chairman of
the Federal Communications
Commission.
Goldwater remains a solid
supporter of Mr. Nixon in the
Senate and has retained the
ability to create partisan
sparks among the GOP. A
recent filing by members of
Congress shows Goldwater,
since 1968, has earned more
than any other senator in additional income through
writing and speech-making
honoraria.
A Capitol Hill compilation
shows Goldwater earned more
than $124,000 from 1968 through
1970 for such extracurricular
political
ventures.
Two
Democrats with eyes on the
White House, Sens. Edmund
Muskie of Maine and George
McGovern of South Dakota,
ranked second and third,
respectively, in honoraria with
$122,000 and $98,000.

DRUG

**_*__o.(****.*_4-4(_*4Aoit***1i
JULY 4th

MALL..
i
A STAR BURST
OF BUYS !

*

Matador! The roomiest mid-size
car! Now at the lowest prices of
the year!

Many politicos here expect at
least some of the many
Democratic challengers for the
presidency to make grandstand
plays for national attention this
year by bringing in well-known
nonpoliticians into • their
spheres. One theory has it that
Ralph Nader, the super consumer advocate. is being approached for help with the
promise of a Cabinet-level yob
come 1973 Nader, it has been
learned, wants no part of the
deal no Matter which candidate
is asking.

Dr. Sparks
Is Speaker
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
of Murray State University, will
be the featured speaker at a
special summer meeting of the
Association of Kentucky College
and University Personnel for
Admissions
and
School
Relations at Lake Barkley State
Gremlin, the first
Park June 29-30.
Scheduled to address the group
American small car
of admissions and school
relations personnel from private,
church-related
and
state.
supported schools at the evening
banquet June 29, Sparks will
discuss the role they fill in the
total education picture.
Javelin! Sportiest styling in its
Il . Harold Van Hook of Somerset,
class outside, curved "cockpit" i
president of the Kentucky Perinstrument panel inside.
sonnel and Guidance Association,
will also deliver a report from the
KPGA at the dinner meeting
Ambassador wagons with
Charles L. Eldridge, director of
standard air-conditioning, V-8
school relations at Murray State
and automatic transmission
and president of the organization,
said the two-day meeting will
also include seversl professional
sessions and a business session
before adjournment on the afternoon of Wednesday, June 30.
Drive home a HORNET the More
Among the other represenValue Compact!
tatives attending from Murray
State are: Dr. William G. Read,
vice president for academic
affairs; J. Matt Sparkman, vice
president for student affairs; M.
C. Garrott, director of public
relations; Norman Lane, dean of
men; Johnny McDougal,director
of student financial aid; and
Norris Gorrell, school relations
representative.
SPORTABOUT!*
Now there's a
for the busy
Moms 01 America .

'1 CAIN & TREAS
SALES
MOTOR
Coldwater
Road
1106

-00

**************************

and obviously enjoys his role as
potential executioner of Mr.
pet
domestic
Nixon's
legislation.
Mills has been quoted as
saying that he doesn't want to
run but would take the
nomination if asked. In the
Same breath, he says he would
run the strongest campaign of
any Democrat in history.
Mills knows his current
national popularity is tied
almost directly Akthe revenue
bill. As long as it.*in limbo, so
is he.
Thus, congressional sources
see no early enactment of the
legislation.

You're Invited to the

'EN

MAYFIELD, Ky., June 28 —
Thomas A. Young, who has been
associated with the Curlee Clothing Co. since 1938, will retire effective July 1.
Young has been plant manager at Mayfield since 1963. He
came to Mayfield in 1938 as assistant plant manager, and later
was named manager of Curlee's
new plant in Winchester, Ky.
He returned to Mayfield in
1955 as associate plant manager,
and became manager in 1963
when P. H. Loughlin, Jr., was
transferred to St. Louis as plant
manager.
Young has been a member of
Curlee's board of directors for
21 years, and was elected a vice
president of the firm in 1966.
A native of San Antonio,
Texas, Young was graduated
from the University of the South
In 1928. He is married to the
former Elizabeth Edelbrock of
Fort Worth, Texas.

FOR SALE

I. ths head/lid Saahman section it Daytona
Bosch Florida's yaw-mind resort

Sum,

• King size heated/swimming pool, oceanside
patio
• Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famous
Beach"
• Air-conditioned, heated. Telephones
• Beautiful rooms, apartments, efficiencies
• New color TV
• New game room

• Reduced greens fees to guests at 3

golf

Courses

• Jai alai, dog racing, auto racing, superb
fishing
DIRECTLY

on the ATLANTIC OCEAN

SUITS
3

Write today ha free krochure and rats::

BEACH MOTEL

kTiti

422 NORTH ATLANTIC AVENUE 32011 Dept_

SHIRTS

- • DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA
I

•

•I

•I•

•

N•

come
to
the

Long
7
3IPPR
1

from
1 Grou

urrarCalloway Co.Fair
July 12-17
Murray-Calloway County JayCee Fairgrounds
(3 Miles From Murray on Mayfield Highway)

1 Gra
PERMAN

ALL III

The C

Across from IC

so I.
*in

The somewhat puzzling
presidential boomlet being
allowed by Rep. Wilbur Mills,
D-Ark., does not bode well for
President Nixon's revenuesharing proposals.
•
Mills, the iron-hand chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, has been
speaking to state legislatures in
opposition to Mr. Nixon's plan
to give more federally collected
tax money back to local
governments. He says the trips
are not tied to any direct interest in becoming a candidate.
The 63-year-old
Mills,
however, is considered one of
Capitol Hill's wiliest politicians

PAGE SEVEN

Curlee
Manager
Retiring

get the job done
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AKC & FIELiptlf
Registered Irish Set
Phone 753-3509 after 6:0
July8NC

L&IDES WILSON goll
and irons. Phone 753-85E

'Irgs

11

5 H.P. OUTBOARD n.a
one season, $50.00. P
5670.

i4Y

YOU'LL LIKE THE 1971 FAIR

43

There's Something for Every Member of the Family .

THREE DACHSHUI
black. Two males a yei
one long hair female,
old. All good with chili
753-2676.

QUARTER TYPE mar
old. Phone 753-6977.

Beauty Contest - Battle of the Bands - Horse Show
- Motorcycle Races - Free Shows - Farm Bureau, FFA,
4-H and Kiddies Day

SERVICE STATION
brand in ideal locatio
retiring. Phone 753-2321

Hi-Density Pk
toms (no mon
painting)
Adurninumtrim
NV- marine yin}

Bring The Entire Family!!

Safe Family .

Mini5x8
6x12

The Colonials

$347
$49

+ Incluch

All Models ip
Freight Free FL
Free Deck Sea
See at
Follow
Demonstrators
what you

Lill Abner

Dabeless's
ast,Will of'
lam

PEtppy

because of

my dotter
trusting you with
and
good cooking.
repootatibn for purity,
chtle.
your
rofiantic
already a
She is
sense.
straight
hoes
crooked miles
travels 1700
you
Soon's
own,which is
the acre 1
you'll come to
ahead
likewise be
she'll
Gold. Then
burette' wit
moreti
dateless no
Dateless will be
itch, asd

E

LOVELY FIVE bedrooi
Full basement, large co
75x150. Owner transferr
Miller. Asking $17,500.(
753-4178.

VI ••.1
\k/E GO
STRAIGHT
AHEAD
I 700
CROOKE.6
MILES?

LOADED ON USE
COLOR TV'S
WILL SELL OR TRA
For Anything of Val

TV SERVICE CENTE

4

29

• CENTRAL SHOPPIIS
CENTER
Phone 753-5865
J2
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AWISPII-MCATP
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Summer
Clearance

SALE!
SUITS - SPORTCOATS
30% to 50%
REDUCTION
.SHIRTS - SHORT SLEEVE
,
25% OFF
One Group
Long Sleeve Shirts
50% OFF
SWIMWEAR
from 30% to 50% OFF
1 Group DRESS PANTS
40% OFF
1 Group Wash & Wear
,PERMANENT PRESS PANTS
50% OFF
ALL TIES REDUCED 25%

The College Shop
Across from MSU Library

Phone 753-3242

FOR SALE
FOR SALE
naustreuRE cineF out owner
YOUNG MARRIED couple must
must give immediate possession
sell 12x44 mobile home, modern,
of house, remaining sofa and
1969, 2-bedrooms, furnished,
occassional
chair,
chair, underpinned,
air conditioned,
bedroom suites, refrigerator,
like new inside and out, avocado
book shelves, odds and ends, 809
decor, very reasonable. Phone
Doran Rd. Phone 753-6786 after
J5NC
753-8844 after 6:00 p.m.
5:00p.m.
J1C

FOR SALE

NOTICE

FULL SIZE Frigidaire electric
range, like new condition. $75.00.
108 Hickory Drive.
J1C
DOG HOUSE and playground
:
slide. Fair condition. Price cost
of this ad and removal from*
premises. 108 Hickory Drive. J1C

WILL CUT or trim trees on
THREE PIECE Walnut Danish
weekends. Call 474-7382 between
FOR RENT
modern bedroom suite. Excellent
J5P
5:00 and 6:00.
condition. Phone 753-2258.
J1C
NEW TWO bedroom duplex
apartment. Central heat and air,
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone
753-7850.
TFC

17-FT. INBOARD/
OUTBOARD "WINNER"
DEMONSTRATOR
* very Low Hours
* Sharp, Fast Safe, Economical
* White with Honey Gold Interior
* Sunliner Seats
* Walk-Thru Windshield
• * Lights and Horns
* 155 h.p. OMC, Buick V-6

List - 5619
Buy Now For

$3,99500

Drive It . . . Try It For Family Size!
Will Pull Several Skiers
Price Includes:
Tandem Trailer,
A Real Sharp Rig!

TWO LARGE bedroom apartments, newly paneled. Available
now. $65.00 per month. Phone 753'333 or 753-7671.
J29C

FREE!!
HOOVER VACUUM:i
CLEANER

HUBERT DUNN is now working
at Bud Myers Barber Shop at
Hazel. The shop will be open 6
days per week, We'll appreciate
your business.
JIG

When you buy 50 square yards or
more of any carpet from . . .

iSHERWIN-WILLIAMS
Southside Shopping Center - Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3321

FOUR BEDROOM brick home,
NICE FURNISHED two bedroom
2,,2 miles North of Murray. Phone
Offer Good On All Orders Placed June 29
apartment, air-conditioned and
753-8584 or 753-2347 after 5:00
,cOrpet, near university. Phone
p.m.
J29C
through July 3rd Only
:43-7550.
J30C •ais at•at
a** at at ea• a a•aat a sit at•4` THREE BEDROOM farm home,
LARGE ROOMS with recreation WANTED: RIDE to the OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss 2% miles West of Kirksey on new
area. Country Estate. Phone 436- Goodyear Tire Company in Union guaranteed or your money back. gravel road, just off the
r.
c usburg Road. Phone 4897I73.
July29C City, Tenn., morning shift. Phone Phone Shapemakers,753July10C
753-1514.
TFC 2962.
July13C
-LARGE EFFICIENCY apartlocation;
ment, newly decorated, large STRAW WANTED: Will contract BROOK'S WOOD Shop is closed, SMALL FARM; good
closets, electric heat, air con- wheat, barley or oat straw in any effective June 25, 1971. If business or future investment.
Murray, ap•
dition, private entrance, ideal for amount. Contact Lynn Robinson anything is to be picked up, call One mile East
proximately 10 acres pastas*
couple. 1606W. Main.
J1C phone 753-5167 days or 489-2189 753-1843, 102 South 16th Street.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.'
J30C J29P
nights.
older 7 room house, modern:
Cozy
TWO-BEDROOM house. Modern,
appointment call 436carpeted. Phone 436-2266. MOBILE HOME & boat in- FLYING TO DAYTONA BEACH For
TFC
2173.
Available now.
J1C surance. Broad coverage. Low for July 4th weekend. Need three
rates. Excellent claim service. people to share expenses.
Notify 105'x160' LOT IN Sherwood
TWO-BEDROOM home with den. See us before you buy. Galloway Denis Krol, 753-1340 work, or 752- Forest. Phone 753-7358 after 4:00
Completely c,.rpeted, air- Insurance & Real Estate Agency. 5721 home,immediately.
J1C p.m.
TFC
July7C
conditioned, built-in appliances. Phone 753-5842.
Has all draperies. Available
'FOUR BEDROOM spacious
August 1st. Phone 436.2266. J1C
home in one of Murray's best
neighborhoods. 2,500 square feet
THREE ROOM
furnished
of living area, plus two car
apartment central heat and air,
garage. On lot 150x380, fully
garbage disposal, carpeting, lots
illlir
landscaped. Phone 753Is
Now
Employed
At The
of closets. Can be seen at 1407 W.
7905.
July1C
• in.
JIC
THREE BEDROOMS, all carpeted, all built-in kitchen, 20'x30'
Her hours will be 7:00 a.m. until 5:00 P.m.
0BEDROOM home.See Mrs
swimming pool (good shape)
Cable 500 Broad St. Phone 753appointment).
(later
by
$27,000.00 or would consider trade
4304.
J1C
For appoirement phone 753-3142
for farm. 1305 Kirkwood. Phone
'753-2669 for appointment.
J29c
TWO BEDROOM, carpeted
duplex apartment. Big yard. ELECTROLUX SALES & SerAnswer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Phone 753-3687.
J30C vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
OMB 0010 OBB
3 Man's
ACROSS
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far0000 BOOM DM
nickname
UM BUB =MOW
June29NC 1 Chinese
PLENTY TRAILER space; mington, Kentucky.
4 Poker stakes
pagoda
MOO DUO OMB
5 Symbol of
beautiful, quiet living. Highway
s rise
tb -toed
4t
perfection
OMB
OBS DOUG
No. 121, Kentucky Lake, DiViSiOR
6 Compare
OMB OM OW
6 Evergreen tree
critically
No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0,
GM
03011000
OM
11 su
larritunded by
7 Teutonic deity
Murray, Kentucky.
UO3 BOO DOM
August2C

tlk

-NOTICEFRAN BIRDSONG
MURRAY BEAUTY SALON

Hughes Paint
Store

LOVELY FIVE bedroom home, IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
full basement, large corner lot, remove spots as they appear with
75x150. Owner transferring. 1700 Blue Lustre. Rent electric
July3C
Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone shampooer $1. Big K.
TFC
753-4178.
HAVE A NEW pup' House
broke' If not, rent a new
shampooer $1.00 and use Blue
LOADED ON USED
Lustre. Western Auto, Home of
COLOR TV'S
"The Wishing Well."
J30C
WIL!,SELL OR TRADE
For Anything of Value.
GIRL'S BICYCLE, Schwinn
model. Good condition. Phone
TV SERVICE CENTER
753-7259.
J30C
• CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER
Phone 753-5865
J29C

FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC stove,
$75.00. Electric lawn mower,
$15.00. Both in tip top condition.
Phone 753-9385.
• .130C

NEW-LOW PRICED BOATS
CLOSE OUT on Combination Ski-.-Fish & family
runabout type boats.
Tri-Hull Double bottom construction as low as
$375.00
BRAND NEW
Picking choice $650.00
Use your old motor-get a new boat-all have
lights- Mast are dressed up-with or
withniii
trailers
Several used late model Evinrude
9'2 MTHS
$235.(K each
See at Panorama Shores
Follow the blacktoi'to Bouts
SEE
Grayson McClure
Sites 436-5483

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FOUR BEDROOM brick In
Sherwood Forest. Three baths,
large fully equipped kitchen with
breakfast area, seperate dining
room, family room with fire
place,study or 5th bedroom,2 car
garage, Redwood Deck. Quality
construction includes central air
and heat, duel pane windows
thru-out, concrete driveway and
walks, Large corner lot. Three
a minutes to new high school, five
minutes from M.S.U. By owner.
a Phone 753-6949.
July7Nt

5 DAYS ONLY

111
AKC & FIELIOVINti
, 1A19Y-CRLB, almott new, $20.00.
If you are interested in a high quality boat
Registered Irish Setter pups. Abo, 1965 Plymouth Barracuda,
with a low, low price, try this one.
Phone 753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
$450.00. International Cadet
riding mower. Phone 753-5754 or
July1INC
Demonstration with no obligation.
753-1688.
JulyIC
I3JDES WILSON golf set, bag
Liberal financing available.
and irons. Phone 753-8564. J29C ALUMINUM TRAILER, approximately 18'x19'. Ideal for
5 H.P. OUTBOARD motor, used campers, hunters, fishermen, or
See ...
one season, $50.00. Phone 436- lake lots. Phone 492,8354. TFNC
5570.
J29C
10x55 MONARCH Mobile home,
THREE DACHSHUNDS, all furnished, carpeted, has washer
black. Two males a year old and and air conditioner, city gas, 2
Panorama Shores
one long hair female, two years miles from campus. Phone 753old. All good with children. Call 6569.
TFC
:VICE TWO bedroom house only
Mite 436-5483
753-2676.
J29C
two blocks from university on
LIGHT WEIGHT four foot
quiet street. 804 N. 17th Call or
QUARTER TYPE mare, 5 years bushhog, used less than one hour.41.11.11
write Willie Darnell Jr., Route 4,
J29P
old. Phone 753-6977.
J29C Phone 436-2167.
MODERNIZED OLDER house CASH OR trade-in for your used Martin, Tenn. 38237. Phone 587and 14 acres at Penny, lots of piano. Leach's Music and T.V. in 5245.
July3C
the Dixieland Center. Phone 753SERVICE STATION; major SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M. blacktop road frontage. Phone
7575.
101 %Tapir St.
J6C
753-3642
J5P
brand in ideal location. Owner Avery Lumber Co., Puryear, 753-4091.
AUTOS FOR SALE
retiring. Phone 753-2321. July1P Tenn.
TFC
30 INCH ELECTRIC range,22 000 PENTA TREATED lumber. 64 DODGE POLARA, 4-door,
•
BTU air conditioner, portable Resistant to rot and termites. sedan. Well equipped, extra nice, WANT TO do sewing and baking.
PONTOON BOATS
zig-zag sewing machine, all less Ideal for boat docks and any and road-ready, 1630 FarAlso have clarinet and king size
than one year old.Phone 753weather exposed uses Murray mer.
Hi-Density Polystyrene inside aluminum PonJ29G bed for sale. Sheila Travis, 7537368.
J1C Lumber Co., Maple Street,
5829.
toons (no more rusting, scraping, sanding or
J1P
Murray,Kentucky.
ITC 1964 PONTIAC TEMPEST
painting)
LIKE NEW Frigidaire "Custom
convertible,
cylinder,
6
SUBSCRIPTIONS t
Aluminum trim &railings exterior plywood deck
Deluxe" kitchen range-also like HOUSE AND two acres of land, automatic, $295.00. Also 1965 FOR
Paducah
Sun Democrat call Mr.
W- marine vinyl covering
located two miles from Murray Mustang convertible 6 cylinder
new pony saddle. Phone 753J1
,j5p Will take two or three bedroom automatic, $495.00. Phone 436- Cortez Byers at 753-6354.
4091.
Safe Family Fun
Maintainence Free
trailer as down payment. Also 5570.
J29C
Mini-Pontoon-Deck Size
WANTED RIDE TO Paducah
POOL TABLE, balls, rack, 6 cue have one horse power deep well
from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m., five days a
8x16
$975.00
sticks, stick and ball rack-all for Pump for sale,$50.Call 7535x8 - $347.50
1969 NOVA 3-speed, two door
J1C
„Tip 8414.
8135. Phone 753-5992.
J1C hardtop. Vinyl roof, 307. Will sell week. Phone 753-3484.
6x12- $497.50
8x2C- $1095.00
or trade for newer car. Phone 753+ Includes Steering & Sun Canopy
BICYCLE, SCHV/INN with hand MUZZLE WADER rifle and shot 9269Xtar 5:00 p.m.
TFNC
NOTICE
brakes, silver and white, in good guns. Call 436-5847 after 5:00
All Models ip stock for immediate delivery.
WANTED TO REM'
condition-$30. Call 753-5992. J1P p.m.
J1C
Freight Free Balance of June
If you do not receive your
paper by stx p.m. call 754Free Deck Seat with each-Balance of June.
Labrador COUPLE WITH small child
GROWN
JUNE APPLES now ready for FULL
9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
out
just
wants
house
reasonable
canning and freezing, bring retriver, has some training. Call of city
See at Panorama Shores
p.m.
limits. Phone
JIC
containers and pick your own, 753-3143.
Follow the blacktop to Boats
J1C
before 4:00p.m.
$1.50 per bushel, Mrs. Robert
Demonstrators in water-ready to go-See
BOAT, MOTOR, trailer, $850
Holloway, 1-mile west of
Pi Atill
Sedalia.
J1P new, never been used. 14'
what you Buy- Before you invest
Tidecraft standard Boyor model
Grayson McClure
EIGHTEEN PIGS, 45 to 50 lbs. Stick steering, 20 H.P. Mercury
Nites 436-5483
Phone 753-7283.
J1C manual start. 1608 Keenland Dr
Phone 753-8134.
J1P

Grayson McClure

NOTICE
WANTED: ANYONE intereated
in participating in a "Flea
Market" on the 18th-17th-18th of
July, please contact Mr. Price or
Mr. Griffin. Box 579, Murray, Ky.
or phone 753-8777.
J1C

(Regular '69.95 Value)

12'x50 TWO BEDROOM trailer, a
all electric, central heat and air,
on private lot. Phone 753-3785
atter6:00p.m.
J29C
TWO BEDROOM apartment, airconditioned, fully carpeted. Good
location. Phone 753-4331.
J29C

NOTICE

Crossword Puzzle

8 Small valley
9 Once more
10 Decay
12 Conjunction
14 Compass point
16 unlawfully
lawfully
17 War god
Tardy
11
116
9 Siamese native 20 Demon
21 Nobleman
51 The caama
24 Constant desire 32 Existed
22 Chinese mile
54 At this place
36 Vandal
25 Condensed
23 Deceive
55' Direction
37 (run
moisture
beasts
26 Scold
Ring
of
56 Coniunction
42
27 Son of Adam
29 Transported
57 Spider's trac
44 Worthless
28 Opening in
with delight
leaving
59 Latin
fence
bbkr.$)lowly
31 C:
conpunction
46 Take unlawfully
33 College degree 29 inchned roadway 48 Tes
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30 Pilaster
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Land Transfers North Viet
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Seen & Heard . . .

Kentucky Girl Plans
Tricia Nixon's Wedding

79, 1971

Funeral Rites Held

• • •
(Continued from Paste 11
For Christie Wood
iContinued
from
Page
1)
Records filea on micro-film in
is so intent on preserving the
BENTON, Ky., June 28—Fusnore
moved
155mm
howitzers
the office of the Calloway County
rights of the individual that it neral services for eight-year-old
Court Clerk Marvin Harris in- and tanks into the mountainous
the Christie Grenea Wood, Benton
violates the rights of
Did the President take an
clude the following compiled by region below the DMZ where FRANKFORT, Ky.—Tricia
majority.
Rt. 2, were held at 4 p.m.
Edward
Finch
Cox
active
role
in
the
preparations?
and
more
than
10,000
North
VietnaNixon
the staff of the Ledger and Times.
today at the Filbeck and Cann
wedding
vows
before "He was very interested in the
mese troops have been fighting exchanged
They are:
The court made several decisions Funeral Chapel with the Rev.
John D. Calhoun and Mary allied forces in the heaviest the American public in one of the wedding," she said. "He came yesterday that we do not agree John Hardie and the Rev. W.
events
of
the
celebrated
garden
when
we
three
years
out
in
the
were
in
action
around
most
Wilma Calhoun to Jack Dedmon
with. nother was the reversing S. Holt officiating.
century. Hours of planning and staking things off and offered to
She was the daughter of Mr.
Grace Madeline Dedmon; the neutral zone.
the )death penalty of the man
of
The basin had been designed and
and Mrs. Bill Wood, Benton
of land on Highway 121, U.S. spokesmen said three forethought went into the rain- help."
tract
nurses.
Chicago
eight
about
the
killed
who
at
Prater
by
Price
Stacy
made
By Helen
and
Americans from the 1st Air sprinkled affair with one social "He climbed into the flower
Rt. 2.
Sandy Road.
Maybe what we need is a clean
time he built the house. "You near
The youngster was electroCavalry Division were killed master mind behind it all-that of bed to see how the flowers were
Edward
Miller
to
Richard
Pat
sweep of the Supreme Court and
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—There might like it as a souvenir to take
Jojosky; one acre in Center and 19 wounded in fighting Kentucky native Lucy Win- doing and of course was on hand replacement with people who cuted at about 7 p.m. Saturwas a copperhead arched lazily home," said Miss Alma with a
day at her home during a freak
Monday 60 miles east-northeast chester, who presently serves as for the rehearsals as any father
Ridge Cabin Site Subdivision.
have some common sense as well accident Involving a damaged
along a row of fieldstone in the smile touching her face.
of Saigon. Two of the wounded social secretary to the Nixon's. of the bride would be."
Charles
0.
Tubbs
and
Mattie
as legal sense.
massive chimney of The Old
The foundation for the upper
electrical wire.
The 33-year old blue-eyed blond
Jo N. Burnett and were crewmen of an Army UH1 "Well I was responsible for the
House near Salyersville in basin had been made from a Tubbs to
Burial was in Marshall Counhow
was
Mrs.
Winhelicopter
wedding,"
loves
Huey
gunship
her
work
shot
at
the
White
Wilma Burnett; tract of land in
Magoffin County, so we kept our large rock, squared perfectly by
ty
Memorial Gardens.
who
was
born
in
down.
House although she misses
chester,
Calloway County.
distance. The den of smakes hand. Atop this was another rock
Lexington, linked herself to the Lexington and Kentucky. "The About the
Six
Americans
from
the
1st
Capital's
Demon.
to
Evelyn
W.
0.
Smith
Now You Know
keeps guard over the weathered that had been hewed and
Milligan; lot in Pine Bluff Shores Cavalry Division were wounded gala affair during a recent work is absolutely fascinating," strations: "This was the groul By United Press
wood that is the Prater house, hollowed to form a bowl in the
hatenadiuml
the
from
interview
she
which
said. "It is non-stop. Seven
presented to Congress not
in fighting eight miles northeast telephone
Subdivision.
The first known use inf a
built early in 1800 by Archibald center. Prater put his mountain
days
a
of
Xuan
House.
week.
W
resolutions,
not
Loc
and
411
e
petitions,
miles
have
but
worship
0.
A.
McKinney
to
William
A.
White
ingenuity to good use by boring a ,
motion picture camera that did
Prater.
Mrs. Winchester, who at- services here on Sunday, and we 'demands.'
These 'demands'
Zambella and Levicie Jean northeast of Saigon.
not remain stationary while it
In bright summer sun the old small hole out of the side so the
"everything
good
to
her
Pram
Maj.
Gen.
Van
Phu,
have
to
included
tributes
work on Saturdays to set
amnesty for every
Zambella; tract of land in
wood gleams like silver, and water could drain.
was taking pictures was in 1896
commander of
the
South Kentucky upbringing" began them up...oh well we always young American self-exiled or
bubbles in old glass panes turn Prater was a soldier with the Murray.
when a cameraman fixed a
for
the
plans
celebrated
Vietnamese
1st
Infantry
Diviwork
on
imprisoned
making
for
refusing
Saturday's
to
serve
anyway.
I
Harry
R.
Hawkins
and
Grace
the
in
Militia
molten as they reflect light. Virginia
camera to a gondola to
day
after
the
the
sion,
said
today
the
North
have
to
event
stay
his
country.
here at night until
And these selfSurprisingly, the lawn is neatly Revolutionary War. Miss Alma L. Hawkins to T. N. Pittman and
Vietnamese have infiltrated engagement was announced on the last guest has gone home." proclaimed diplomats demanded photograph Venice.
kept with shrubs clipped to indicated that her ancestor had Salone Pittman; lot in Bagwell
6,000 men into South Vietnam's St. Patrick's Day (March 17). "It Mrs.
Winchester,
who that American influence be
boxwood roundness. Fruit trees come to America from England, Subdivision.
Only members of use National
northern quarter since May 1 would be impossible to guess, just graduated from the University of removed not only from Vietnarne
Lakeland
Incorporation
to
Scalf,
of,
of
historian
Henry
bloom
continue
to
and
the
fence
near
Association of Real Estate
Wood and Mary Wood; and 4,000 were believed to have impossible" was her reply as to Kentucky, was the second UK but also from Africa, Europe, Boards and its
in spring as they have for StanvWe, writes in his book
constituent boards
come across the DMZ.
and South
the number of hours she spent graduate to serve as a first Latin America
decades and in June and July "Kentucky's Last Frontier" that tract of land in Calloway County.
may use the Patent Office
Communist
ceremony
Phu
said
1,860
the
which
America.
These
planning
'demands'
family
were
social secretary. Mrs.
apples hang heavy from gnarled Prater and his brother Jonathan Gladys Key Williams, Rubena
registered term Realtor, introops had been slain in the two lasted less than one-half hour.
Bess Clements Abell served the sort one might expect to hear
were natives of Pittsylvania W. McNeely, Ruby Mae Jones, J.
branches.
dicating they are professionals in
provinces
of
northern
Thus
Winchester's
work
was
Mrs.
from
Hanoi."—Rep.
JAMES
R.
W.
Williams,
and
Hilton
President
and
Mrs.
Johnson
in
Misses Fanny and Alma County, Va. Archibald married
real estate who subscribe to a
and Quang Tri since doubled by having the wedding the same capacity.
GROVER, JR.
of
Newl
Prater, great-great grand- Sarah Fugate, daughter of Josiah Williams, heirs at law of C. J. Thien
strict code of ethics.
"We
had
a
April 14 as part of "Operation outside.
complete "I am very proud that I
daughters of the builder, see that and Elizabeth Fugate, in Mon- Williams to T. Clayton Hargrove
at- York....About D. C. Police: "In a
Son 720," a followup to the indoor plan,as well as a complete
the grounds are taken care of— tgomery County in about 1783. and Suzan Williams Hargrove; Lam
tended UK," she said. "I loved it situation boiling With danger,
Laotian drive last winter. He outdoor plan," she said. "It was and had a marvelous
and from their white cottage a It was 1791 that the Prater tract of land in Calloway County.
time. I Chief Jerry Wilson has, in my
government losses totaled like planning two different
opinion,handled himself, his men
short distance away they keep a brothers together with Clayton Virginia Vetter to Robert W. said
always follow the Wildcats."
507 wounded.
and the military units who came
weddings. The decorations that
close watch on the ancestral Cook, Ebenezer Hanna and a Heitz and Marjorie L. Heitz; lot 170 dead and
was not we used outside could have also
he
them with superb
small party braved the Indians in Center Ridge Cabin Site Phu said
home of the Praters.
Upon her graduation she to assist
1
concerned over reports 6,500 been used inside. The chair
It is true that much of the in- and dense woodland to explore Subdivision.
studies in Italy and in New York. strategic effectiveness It has
5th
Infantry
men
of
the
U.S.
been
arrangement
an
was
slightly
exhausting
ordeal
diffor
Calloway
County
Land
Co.
Inc.,
terior remains as it was when the the upper reaches of the Licking
During the 1968 national
doors were locked and the last River. History says they were to Reldon M. Norsworthy and Division (mechanized) would ferent so we had two entire Republican convention in Miami, those charged with protecting us.
from
out
of
the
soon
be
withdrawn
seating
arrangements.
We
had
to
Prater moved out. But a den of turned back by Indians on their Nell Norsworthy; lot in Pine
she served as a hostess in can- They have endured days of
area below the DMZ as part of plan to seat two entire weddings didate Nixon's suite. This led to radical political fragging and a
snakes now resides in the historic first attempt to settle but a short Bluff Shores Subdivision.
Harold G. Beamon and Betty US. withdrawal from Indochi- of 400 people each.
house, parts of which are so old time later were successful.
her appointment as social smog of obscenities from the
"It was a lot of fun to get to secretary to the Nixon's in 1969. mouths of crackpots and
the date is lost in history.
Not in the Old House but a part Ellis Beamon to Jessee E. na.
'la
JOEL
"I'm on the sunny side of a of family heirlooms are can- Spencer, Jr. and Joyce Rae "We will fill the gap," Pham work on a rose garden wedding. Mrs.
Winchester,
who creeps.--Rep.
htuidred," laughed Miss Alma as dlernolds, china and a sewing Spencer; lot in Plainview Acres said. "There will be no One had never been given before describes her duties at the White BROYHILL of Virginia.
problem."
you know." The garden House as being "responsible for
she stepped lightly through the cabinet that date to colonial days Subdivision.
The Chicago headquarters of
yard, pointing out features of the and had been a part of the Ruby Lillis Wohlhart to Robert Phu denied that Fire Base ceremony was Tricia's own idea. all of the social events which the National Association of Real
house,the back of which is visible belongings of Archibald and his William Davis, Loraine L. Davis, Fuller, five miles south of the "It was marvelous to get to happen in the residence" slips Estate Boards houses the largest
Robert William Elftmann, and DMZ, had been overrun by work with the florist, carpenters, home to Kentucky all the time. "I
from Mountain Parkway. She bride Sarah.
real estate library in the world
pointed to a wash basin in the side
A small spinning wheel was Marion Mae Elftmann; tract of North Vietnamese forces last carpet people," she said."We has never tell a soul . I'm coming
yard near a log smokehouse that made in 1845. An antique china land near Sugar Creek bridge on Thursday. He said it was people helping with design, and because I just want to be there
"abandoned" after 90 per cent all kinds of people working on the
had also served as the wash cabinet holds small pieces that Highway 732.
with my family."
house.
are highly prized by the two W. C. Elkins and Jo Elkins to R. of the base's bunkers were
sisters. A lazy susan, not as old as L. Ward and Melba Ward; tract destroyed by rocket and mortar The actual decorating on the
fire and a massive ground rose garden began the morning of
some of the furniture, was made of land in Murray.
the wedding, though a few extra
by their father Thomas Prater in Articles of Incorporation of assault.
Murray Sea Foods, Inc. located
plants were put in place a couple
1909.
807 N. 20th, Owner-Bruce
of days before. '"I'he President The funeral for Mrs. Ora
NEW
YORK (UPI)—The In 1810 Archibald and his wife 1Viaggard, Resident Agent-Paul
was using the rose garden for Adams was held this morning at
stock market opened higher or became members of the new Maggard.
other events up until the last and 10:30 at the chapel of the BlalockBurning
Spring
Church,
which
moderate turnover today.
had to use it again on Monday raieenan Funeral, Home with
Shortly after the opening, the had just been organized by the
morning which meant that Elder Paul Poyner officiating.
Dow Jones industrial average Rev. Daniel Williams pioneer
everything had to come down," Serving as pallbearers were
was up 0.73 at 873.83. Advances settler in Morgan County in about
Mrs. Winchester said.
MOO.
grandsons who were Charles Rob
topped declines, 148 to 81
She noted that the chairs were Adams, Charles Hoke, Hal
among the 345 issues across the The Old House in Magoffin
A 13-year-old Paducah girl was not put out until just before the
County still stands and though Federal State Market News
Adams, Dalton Darnell, Pat
tape.
killed in a traffic accident on guest brought out for the cer*vice July 29
weathered
and
gray
its
size
and
Adams, and Ted Lawson. Burial
Jersey Standard and Atlanta
U.S.
62
two
miles
west
of
mony. "We were still carrying was in the Bazzell Cemetery with
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Richfield were unchanged at its historical stature make it one
Gilbertsville
about
3:50 p.m. chairs when the first guests came
Report Includes 10
the arrangements by the Blalock74% and 70, respectively of Eastern Kentucky's most Market
Monday.
In," she joked. "I was even Coleman Funeral Home.
Stations
Buying
valuable
buildings.
Texaco gained /
1
4 to 34%, but
The
victim
was
identified
by
helping carry chairs."
Receipts: Act. 880 Est. 900
Mrs. Adams, age 87, died
* ALL JUNIOR SIZE *
Standard of California surren- Perhaps some day soon steps
State Trooper Howard Batts as
Mrs. Winchester, who has
and Gilts weak to 25 Debbie Hovekamp,
&red % to 55%, and Getty was will be taken to properly preserve Barrows
daughter of hostessed many a Kentucky Sunday at three a.m. at the
Sows
steady
lower
the ancient boards and logs—
Westview Nursing Home. She
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Hovevs lower at 86/
3
4.
party, had no doubts about the was preceded in death by her
1-3 200-230 lbs. $20.00-20.75; kamp, 3015 Hovekamp Road.
Penn Central held steady at even the smokehouse—and it can US
190-240 lbs. $19.75-20.00;
Miss Hovekamp was a passen- lemon-flavored wedding cake. husband, Ed Adams, in 1958, and
43
/
4. Southern Pacific and be a showplace for this and future US 2-4
2-4 240-260 lbs. $19.25-19.75; ger in a vehicle driven by Irvin "The only people that had doubts by a member of the Lon
Chesapeake & Ohio also were generations. It is a monument to US
about the cake were the folks at Primitive Baptist Church,
Archibald Prater, his son John US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $18.75-19.25; S. Nance, Grosseile, Mich.
unchanged at 40% and 601
/
4,
the New York Times. You know Mayfield, and was the daughter
Sows
Trooper
Batts
of
the
family
who
said
and
others
the
westrespectively. Burlington Northchose Eastern Kentucky as their US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $14.50-15.50; bound Nance vehicle had stop- they seem to be able to cook of the late Gasham Hill and Della
ern rose % to 43%.
113.50-14.50; ped to permit a car in front to almost as well as they can Lamb Hill.
SLACKS — SHORTS — SKIRTS
In the steels, U.S. Steel place of refuge. And it is the old US 1-3 300-550 lbs.
write."
lbs. $12.50-13.50 few make a left turn off the hi
450-650
US
2-3
Misses
Alma
and
homestead
to
Survivors are four daughters,
climbed /
1
4 to 31%, with
TOP — SOLIDS — STRIPES
way. He said a truck driven by
Tricia, who is termed "a very Mrs. Birdie Lawson of Murray,
Bethlehem ahead at to 21%. Fanny who have ignored the down to $12.00.
Joe
Clapp,
Paducah.
topped
a
positive
girl"
by
Mrs.
WinMrs. Beanl Darnell of LaCenter,
Armco also added % to 17%. slithering, crawly residents near
small grade and crashed into chester, decided upon the guestMrs. Carl Hoke of Murray Route
Chrysler eased % to 26% in the the chimney and have kept within Dental detective
the
rear
of
the
Nance
car
Miss list herself. "I worked constantly One,
Chicago (UPI) - Ultraviolet
and Mrs. Marty Block of
motors, with Ford down a like sight of The Old House.
Hovekamp
was
riding
in the with Tricia and her mother on
illumination can be of value in
Fort Campbell; four sons, Hill
amount to 80/
3
4. General Motors The Prater house is listed in the
rear seat on the right side
and
it
was
details
decided
identifying
early
dental
decay,
the
Survey of Historic Sites in
edged up /
1
4 to 77.
Miss Hovekamp was removed that because of the size of the Adams of Mayfield Route Seven,
an American Dental AssociFred Adams of Murray Route
Among the chemicals, Dow Kentucky, published recently by
to
Benton Hospital where she
ONE GROUP *
ation research scientist says.
White House, we would have to One, Tom Adams of Gainesville,
rose % to 99/
about
40
3
4, while Eastman the Kentucky Heritage Comdied
minutes
later
in
Hefferren,
of
Dr.
John
J.
between
the
members
of
choose
Fla., and Rayburn G. Adams of
the emergency room.
Kodak gained '
/
1
4 to 76%. mission, Mrs. Simeon Willis, Chicago, says the effectiveness
said. .
Chicago, Ill.; two sisters, Mrs.
Other passengers in the Nance Congress," she
Monsanto and Union Carbide executive director, and Ham- of ultraviolet was observed dur"Rather than do this, we did Lillie Bazzell of Farmington
car, Jeffrey Nance. Todd Wayne
were unchanged at 45 and 46, bleton Tapp, chairman.
ing a study conducted at Childand Mrs. Edna Nance were not invite them," she explained. Route Two and Mrs. Bob Smith of
respectively
The Women's Council of the ren's Memorial Hospital and
_treated
at Western Baptist Hos- "I am sure that all of Congress Kirksey Route One; twenty-four
National Association of Real the American Dental Associapital for minor injuries. Clapp understood that it was a wedding grandchildren; thirty-six great
Estate Boards is in its fourth tion Research Institute in
was also brought to the Paducah and that all of them could not be grandchildren.
decade of service to women in Chicago.
invited. Mr. Nixon had so many
hoapital for treatment.
real estate.
Batts said the Nance vehicle friends that it would just be
From The
was demolished by the crash.
impossible to choose."
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Connally ...

News

Order Obtained To
Keep Library Open

By United Press lateraatiosial
CHICAGO — Former heavyweight champion Muhammad
Ali on the Supreme Court ruling
overturning his draft evasion
conviction on the grounds of his
Islamic beliefs:
"I know that I am sincere
and I know that I do believe in
the Islamic religion and the
teachings of it. I just figured
that I would be vindicated."
WASHINGTON—Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger on the
Supreme Court's ruling on aid
to parochial schools:
"Nothing we have said can be
construed to disparage the role
of church-related elementary
and secondary schools in our
nation's life. Their contribution
has been, and is, enormous."
WASHINGTON—White House
Press Secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler saying no dramatic
changes are expected in the
administration's economy policy:
has
administration
"This
confidence in the course of
action we are punning. We
think it is working

GOODIES ARRIVE FROM RED CHINA — Bruce Jang
(center), manager of the Wo Kee Co., 100-year-old
wholesale-retail firm in San Francisco's Chinatown
looks onas IT.S.-CiiiTaffis Thspea-cif Harin-WOng checks
a shipment of exotic foods from Red China. It is the
first commercial shipment from Communist China to
the U.S. in 20 years, Thea foods included long-tailed anchovies from the Pearl River and white rabbit rolls.

MAYFIELD, Ky., June 28 — The Graves Fiscal Court obtained a restraining order this afternoon to prohibit the closing
of the Graves Public 'Library.
County Attorney Ben Lookofsky said the restraining order
was obtained in the Graves Circuit Court against the Grave*
County Library board of trustees
to prohibit the closing of the court's dissolution order.
Petitions for the dissolution of
library until further orders of
the library district were prethe circuit court.
sented to the fiscal court last
A recent order of t he
al
a group calling itself
,court "did not" close the li- April by
Taxpayers' League. A month
brary, Lookofsky said. hut the
the court took an order
merely dissolved the taxing dis- later
dissolving the library taxing di,trict from which the library,
obtains funds on which to oper,te. trict.
Later, the Taxpayers' League
Lookofsky said the dppeal
taken by the board of fr11,ftes isked the fiscal court to relast week stayed the fiscal establish the library district,
court's dissolution order
and supported their plea with
"If anyone wants a hool,
a petition bearing some 2,428
they signatures Of registered voters.
are perfectly free to
,any
book or service offerto h., the
The fiscal court, an June 21,
rejected the petition of the
library," Lookofsky sat
'u Friends of the Library and orthey can't, the board or irlp reps,
In my opiejtei.i,s_
the referendum.
In_,taatetatit dered library's board of trusThe
of court."
tees then appealed the fiscal
The library's board r.t
court order dissolving the litees announced re, Pnt!,,,
that brary district on the ground
the library woo.
p m, that the order was and is ar30 as a result et
at bitrary.

(Continued from Page I)
government policy was stimulating the economy.
"These things have been set
in motion," he said. "It takes
time for them to work. It's not
like a yo-yo; it can't go up and
down every afternoon or every
month."

Town d Country
Shop
Chestnut Street
Phone 753-8365

WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY

ALL DAY THURSDAY (Murray Only)

c; Reg. Box
'1.25 Value

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls

99

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
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